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Foreword

The Seventh International Conference on Smart Grids, Green Communications and IT Energy-aware Technologies (ENERGY 2017), held between May 21 - 25, 2017 - Barcelona, Spain, continued the event considering Green approaches for Smart Grids and IT-aware technologies. It addressed fundamentals, technologies, hardware and software needed support, and applications and challenges.

There is a perceived need for a fundamental transformation in IP communications, energy-aware technologies and the way all energy sources are integrated. This is accelerated by the complexity of smart devices, the need for special interfaces for an easy and remote access, and the new achievements in energy production. Smart Grid technologies promote ways to enhance efficiency and reliability of the electric grid, while addressing increasing demand and incorporating more renewable and distributed electricity generation. The adoption of data centers, penetration of new energy resources, large dissemination of smart sensing and control devices, including smart home, and new vehicular energy approaches demand a new position for distributed communications, energy storage, and integration of various sources of energy.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ENERGY 2017 Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to ENERGY 2017. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ENERGY 2017 organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.

We hope that ENERGY 2017 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the fields of smart grids, green communications and IT energy-aware technologies.

We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open. We also hope that Barcelona provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Implementing Load Management in Manufacturing Companies: A Feasible Approach

Jan Hicking, Steffen Nienke, Günther Schuh
Institute for Industrial Management
at RWTH Aachen University (FIR)
Aachen, Germany
E-mail: Jan.Hicking@fir.rwth-aachen.de

Abstract—In order to introduce load management in the manufacturing industry, some obstacles need to be pointed out. This paper presents a feasible approach on how to implement load management measures in companies. To do so, load management and energy management are explained and distinguished in a first step. Subsequently, the implementation method is introduced. Therefore, by using this paper, companies will be enabled to use load management measure and reduce their energy costs significantly.

Keywords - Load management; Energy management; Energy Monitoring; Manufacturing industry; Renewable energies.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a continuously changing production environment, the ability to stay competitive depends for the majority of companies on the production price of a product [1]–[3]. The ability to produce a product at lower costs can lead to a significant market advantage. Therefore, the ideal adjustments of essential target values like occupancy, timelines, or process costs are crucial for a company’s success [2]. However, the costs for resource, energy and production utility raised in the last decades dramatically [4].

In particular, the price for electrical energy in Germany has risen severely over recent years. This development refers to the increasing expansion of renewable energy [1]. Within the implementation of the priority access of renewable energy the prices for electrical energy raised [5]. This development refers to the fact, that the EEG-allocation (EEG: German Renewable Energy Sources Act, legislation to foster the use and invest in renewable energies) in Germany increases in the amount of expanding renewable energies [6]. As a result of the expansion of renewable energy the grid stability is endangered [7]. The priority access of volatile renewable energy leads to an unsecure supply reliability, which is one of the most important location factors for the German manufacturing industry [8].

Raising energy prices promotes a significant competitive disadvantage for the manufacturing industry shown in Figure 1 [5]. Moreover, growing scarcity of resources pushes energy prices [1]. Especially the scarcity of resources in the past increased environmental awareness in society and industry [2][9].

In order to guarantee the grid security and create a greater environmental compatibility, Germany published a target to develop the most energy efficient and environmental friendliest economy in the world [11]. The focus of this program is the expansion of renewable energy. To compensate the incoming side effects like increasing energy prices flexibility mechanisms are even more relevant. The management of loads in the electrical grid can be realised by using flexibility potentials in manufacturing industry. The identification of those potentials is very important. Hence the survey of process-specific energy data in the manufacturing industry is necessary to point out any potential [12]–[14]. In this context, information gathering can be done by continuous energy monitoring of manufacturing companies [2]. Many companies are struggling to identify which information is necessary for load management and how the information can be collected. Consequently, there is a lack of a structured approach on how to create the information base to archive the energy transparency as a first step to load management. The presented approach focusses on the manufacturing industry, as literature research confirms, that this area has the greatest potential for load management. However, the concept can easily be adopted to other application areas (e.g. Office buildings).

In Section 2, this paper describes fundamentals of load management concepts. In Section 3 it then focusses on the implement of load management in the manufacturing industry. Considering, among other things, organisational requirements as well as the necessary transparency of the energy system, this paper develops a general approach to introduce load management in manufacturing companies.
II. DEFINITIONS AND FUNDAMENTALS

Describing basic concepts and distinguishing several terms within the field of energy management, load management and energy efficiency is essential to get a common understanding of the presented work. In contrast to base loads that is covered by conventional power plants like lignite-fired power plants or nuclear power plants, the sustainable generation in renewable energy plants usually cannot be controlled. These circumstances lead to a discrepancy between feed-in time and amount of fed-in power of some renewable energy technologies like wind and solar systems [7][15][16]. To get deeper understanding of this, Figure 2 visualises a comparison of installed and given power of renewable energy technologies. The figure displays the discrepancy of installed and given power of renewable energy technologies in January, May and June. Biomass and hydropower are not volatile. Therefore, the loads are nearly constant or were reduced by demand management. The behaviors of Solar and Wind plants are quite different. The strong volatility of solar can be seen in the difference between January and May. Wind, on the other hand, covers 70% of the installed load in January, but drops the production close to zero in June.

German electricity transmission system operators compensate the incoming volatility by using control energy. Within this concept manageable power plants like gas turbine plants or pumped-storage power plants are usually used [17]. The control energy concept leads to dealing with peak loads or loss loads properly [18]. In Summary it can be said, that through expanding renewable energy in the electrical grids the supply reliability cannot be guaranteed. Dealing with the volatility of renewables refers to the priority access of those ones legitimated by EEG-allocation. Control energy uses load flexibilities to secure supply reliability. This is necessary to ensure the critical success factor like low energy prices for a society with a manufacturing industry as leading edge. However, energy prices are rising. Therefore, load management is one possible opportunity to compensate increasing energy prices.

![Figure 2. Renewable energy volatility](image-url)

**A. Definition of Energy**

Energy is a fundamental factor. Several types of energy can be transformed into each other, but neither be created nor exterminated [7][14][20]. Energy is used to heat buildings or to warm up process fluids to a high temperature (space or process heat). Besides that, energy is used to drive engines within machines or vehicles. In this context, energy is called mechanical energy or electrical energy.

**B. Definition of Energy efficiency**

The term “efficiency” follows its Latin origin “efficientia” which means efficacy [21]. Energy efficiency is the relation between benefit and initial energy input [22]. Energy efficiency also describes an intelligent usage of the initial input aiming to use the available energy as efficient as possible [13]. Following this definition, energy efficiency is increased by reducing energy consumption while (simultaneously) keeping the energy benefit constant [23].

**C. Definition of energy management**

The introduction of energy management in the manufacturing industry will have an impact on increasing sustainability, receiving environment and lowering energy costs [9][24]–[26]. Energy management is defined as an instrument of coordination aiming an ecological and economical satisfaction of energy requirements in companies. This goal is realized by a predictive, organised and systematic approach of energy production, procurement, storage, distribution and usage [27][28].

Energy management can be considered from two perspectives. There is a technical perspective dealing with energy monitoring, analysing the energy data and deriving plans of action to achieve defined goals. Furthermore, there is an organisational perspective which follows a holistic view of energy consumption and usage in processes, proceedings and procedures in the manufacturing industry [9]. To achieve goals, such as raising energy efficiency or reducing energy costs, energy management uses approaches like investing in new technologies, changing behaviours and identifying energy saving opportunities [29]. Referring to the identified approaches and goals of energy management, load management describes one aspect of energy management.

**D. Definition of load management**

First, load management must be distinguished from demand side management (DSM), since both terms are easily mixed up. Demand Side Management is a generic term for different approaches of systematically switching loads. It contains load management, energy saving approaches, fuel substitution and load optimisation [30]–[32]. Load management, however, describes the way to achieve the goal of changing the point of time and amount of load that is required [31]. Hence, load management describes the temporal relocation of energy consumption [12]. In addition to that definition load management is defined as switching loads on and off [13]. Therefore, load management focuses on internal processes, to reduce load peaks and thus reduce energy costs [33]. Examples of load management are described in the following chapter.
To avoid energy costs due to load peaks, load management focuses on four different types of measures as shown in Figure 3 [30]–[32][34]. In the following, the different types are explained. “Peak Clipping” describes the immediate handling of peak loads. Thereby peak loads are reduced by a specific amount which reduces the energy costs significantly [30]–[32]. It is achieved by ejecting loads to prevent a significant peak load [35][36]. Using energy storage technologies are another opportunity to prevent peak loads by feeding-in energy at the point a peak load would occur [37].

“Load Shifting” also describes the immediate handling of peak loads. However, in this case, technologies are introduced to reduce peak loads. Energy storage technologies enable companies to temporary switch production processes. The change of organisational or production processes leads to a reduction of peak loads. Although energy is not saved, energy costs are significantly reduced. The energy consumption of several production procedures is not saved but switched to a point of time in there is no risk of peak load [30]–[32].

“Valley Filling” describes a load management measure, which lifts the base load of a company to cut the average electricity price. This measure accompanies with a change of energy contract of the energy supplier. Because the total energy consumption is increased, the load profile is polished. Any energy supplier prefers a polished load profile and will remunerate those profiles. Another use case is a loading of electric cars in the night. The raised load in off-peak times polishes the whole load profile.

The last measure of load management is named “Insourcing”. It describes the reduction of energy purchase. Unlike “peak clipping”, “insourcing” reduces the load profile holistically. There is no need for a specific peak load analysis. Companies reduce the energy purchase by producing a specific energy amount themselves. Achieving this goal, companies need new energy production technologies like cogeneration units or PV-plants in combination with an energy storage.

In order to summarise and classify these findings, the following Figure 4 explains in several layers how terms like energy and load management relate. The top layer represents the concept layer. As described earlier, operational energy management is the primary term. Energy management comprises several goals and measures.

Hereafter follows the goal layer. In this layer, all goals of energy management are summed up. It starts with lowering energy costs, raising energy efficiency, acting resource-friendly and finishes with reducing energy consumption. These goals which have their origin in the operational energy management, can be achieved by various actions. The organisational layer describes two typical types how energy management topics can be addressed. On the one hand, companies can implement a holistic energy management system (EMS) that is standardized by a German, European or international institutions. On the other hand, a not standardized solution to achieve the formulated goals can be realised without using such a system. In this case, the organisation of the individual solution falls in the responsibility of the company. For an appropriate usage of an energy management system, the information flow must be organised properly. Therefore, an energy database for continuous memorizing energy data would be crucial. Thus, the measured data is always ready for a delivery on demand. For a company, it is important to receive data and information to the exact right point of time, spot and quality. Therefore, the introduction of an energy information system (EIS) is necessary. The combination of an energy management system, energy information system and energy database is the best way to deliver information and data to the type of quality as further up explained. The use case layer describes different applications within the energy management context. The focus of this paper is on the field of load management, but it is worth mentioning, that use cases like predictive maintenance, quality management and energy monitoring can also achieve energy management goals. All aspects have in common that they collect data which must be memorized for later using.

The last layer is the measure layer. This layer contains all load management approaches. In principle, all terms of the layer above have their own measures on the layer below. Hence, this figure represents one expression from a concept to certain measure in energy management context and load management application.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF LOAD MANAGEMENT IN THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

Companies should be supported by the following approach to introduce load management. It should give answers to questions such as: how can load management be implemented holistically? Where are the benefits?

Figure 5. Load management introducing approach

The approach in Figure 5 contains four essential steps. First, companies must meet the organisational requirements. Second, companies must fulfill the demand of information. Third, when the demand of information is accomplished, the required energy generation/consumption transparency can be achieved. Fourth, once all required foundations are provided, the load management can be introduced by implementing load management measures.

A. Organisational requirements

The reduction of energy consumption is a long term process. Therefore, it is recommended that the introduction of load management must be well organised and controlled. The organisational requirements are basically described by the DIN EN ISO 50001:2011. But not all requirements to introduce load management are addressed in this standard. First, it is important that companies create an energy policy. A policy in this context must contain energy long-term goals. Furthermore, it must contain a motivation that is communicated within the company, because the employees shall live and realise those policies. The policy must be formulated close to reality, comprehensible and goal-oriented. Moreover, a company must implement a process of documentation. Besides that, a company must develop an energy plan to summarise all goals, approaches and review processes. Within an energy plan, a company decides which energy data must be collected, how data can be collected, how does a working process looks like and how a company would work with the information flows. Those steps are important to build a fundament for the introduction of load management.

B. Demand of information

Every measure within the context of load management works with real time data. Collecting those data is therefore a necessary requirement. To acquire the required information in a continuously changing environment, data must be collected in various dimensions of the company, e.g., company’s location, buildings, rooms, production processes and energy sources. This kind of consideration is called system analysis. The objective is to create a holistic flow sheet of all forms of energy and its use locations. Assuming an overall system, to achieve a holistic flow sheet, it has to be broken down to its source elements.

Figure 6 represents a typical construct of a company in the manufacturing industry. Dividing this construct in three types of system elements, it is shown that there are different degrees of depth. Starting with the overall system, which contains all given components, a company has its locations (T=0). The location level is the first layer. Diving in the subsystem, a location contains at least one building (T=1). The building level is the second layer. Each building contains at least one unit of its company for example production, supply, quality management or services (T=2). The unit level is the third layer. The deepest layer are the energy consumers (T=3). For example, there are machine tools, cooling energy generation or printers. The consumer level is the last layer. In order to achieve energy transparency in a company, a system analysis is fundamental. Close to a system analysis is the balancing. The goal of both concepts is to disperse the areal boundaries of energy consumers in a company for transparent visible consumer structure.

Once all energy consumers in a company have been identified, the next step would be to determine where they are located, what form of energy they are using and when they are consuming how much energy. Consequently, an energy monitoring system must be implemented to collect the real-time consumption data. The collected real-time data must be memorized in a database. But there are circumstances, for example financial barriers, which inhibit a company to implement an energy monitoring system. In this case, there are different options to collect data. Literature has shown that there are just few energy consumers in the manufacturing industry with high impact on peak loads. By comparing the main energy consumers and the main energy conserve potentials in the manufacturing industry, a measurement priority listing can be determined:

1. Compressed air generation
2. Energy generation for cooling purposes
3. Ventilation system
4. Machine tools
5. Electrical system
6. Pumps
Influences to peak loads due to illumination or information and communication technologies are usually neither significant nor manageable. The list above shows, which consumers in the manufacturing industry must be prioritised when collecting real-time data.

C. Energy transparency

Collecting real-time data is a fundamental component to achieve energy transparency in a company. Real-time data is required to implement an autonomous load management in the future. The needed data acquisition is a separate challenge, which is discussed in other publications. In addition, the issue of IT security must be considered. The acquired data is now used to identify specific components of the maximum load peak of a company’s load profile. Figure 7 presents an activity diagram which contains an approach to identify specific peak load components.

Deriving essential elements of the diagram, it is noted that load profiles of energy consumers and the main load profile of a company are required. Furthermore, the specific consumer load profiles must be inspected for load peaks to the point of time when the main peak load occurs. After this step, all specific loads are summarized and compared with the amount of the main peak load. If there is a difference (else if) it must be ensured that the data set is complete as possible. If there is no difference (else if) a visualisation of the result should be created. The next question asked is whether the result is detailed enough or not. To answer this question, a company’s layer must be determined. As explained before, a company has several layers. Load management requires information about the peak load components in sufficiently detailed depth. The ideal case would be at plant level (T=3). Including these last steps, energy transparency is guaranteed. The described steps enable companies to get a detailed view over their energy consumption and which kind of consumer has the highest impact on the total consumption. Another advantage of implementing the whole energy monitoring process is that the result can be used to identify energy wastage.

This procedure was validated at a company. The energy transparency was established and it was shown that the energy generation for cooling purposes had a peak load share of 20%. This transparency allowed counter-measures to be implemented.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Load management leads to lower energy costs in companies working in the manufacturing industry. This paper described the requirements that needs to be fulfilled to implement a load management. With the presented approach, companies are enabled to collect these data and information in a well-structured development. Starting with fundamentals like formulating a company’s energy strategy and an energy plan. Furthermore, the company is advised to motivate their employees and document the whole introduction process.

Besides that, a company must start with a system analysis in order to create a transparent list of all energy consumers. Furthermore, a company must start with measurements in an early stage, to collect necessary data. Energy monitoring system assists companies in collecting important data and information regarding the energy consumption of machines, etc. Possible circumstances force companies to reject energy monitoring systems. In this case, the measurement of the energy consumption of prioritised consumers is recommended. This paper presented relevant consumers which have a high impact on the main peak load in the manufacturing industry. Using these fundamentals and the memorized data and information, energy transparency can be achieved by analysing collected and memorized data. Therefore, load profiles on all layers, such as buildings, units or consumers must be analysed following the presented approach. The result of this approach is detailed knowledge.
about every component of the main peak load. In the end, load management can be used to reduce energy cost in a company.
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SEAM: Swarm Algorithms for Energy Allocation in Microgrids

Erik Buchmann and Jens Wagner
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Email: {buchmann|wagner}@hft-leipzig.de

Abstract—Microgrids are local energy distribution cells that include energy consumers and energy generators and may or may not be connected to wide-area transmission grids. By balancing consumption and supply locally, microgrids foster the transition to renewable energy sources that are less predictable than carbon-based ones. In this context, an important issue is to develop scheduling approaches for energy appliances that can be scaled to numerous independent, small energy consumers and generators. We propose SEAM, our approach for Swarm-based Energy Allocation in Microgrids. SEAM allows supply- and demand-side management based on a price signal that reflects over- or undersupply of energy. Together, all individual energy appliances that participate with SEAM form a swarm, which balances generation and consumption of energy. Thus, SEAM provides a distributed platform for transactive energy management with low entry barriers for participants and without a third party learning personal details from consumption data. To acknowledge that SEAM works as intended, we provide a formal framework that allows us to derive important properties regarding grid stability. Furthermore, we describe a model prototype using SEAM. Our prototype shows that SEAM can be realized easily and copes very well with fluctuating energy sources, as predicted by our framework.

Keywords—Smart Grid; Demand Response, Swarm Approaches

I. INTRODUCTION

Right now, the number of renewable sources that feed energy into local energy grids ("Microgrids" [1], [2]) is growing worldwide, at an amazing pace. However, this comes with a number of open issues. First, existing power grids have not been designed to cope with numerous small energy sources that feed energy at variable rates. With classical energy grids, such fluctuating energy generators increase the need for spinning reserve energy. Second, most existing smart grid technologies that are available on the market yet focus on large installations, such as megawatt-sized power plants and industrial consumers in the same range. However, such technologies are by far too complex and too expensive to be deployed to many small, independent energy generators and consumers, e.g., rooftop photovoltaic (PV) installations or cold warehouses. Third, existing storage approaches, be it power-to-gas, compressed-air storage or battery banks, are unlikely to be deployed at a sufficiently large scale to keep pace with the installation of renewables in the near future.

In Germany, the highest peak in power consumption is at noon when the electrical ovens are turned on (e.g., see [3]). This fits with the peak generation of PV power plants. However, other countries face different problems when integrating renewables [4]. Furthermore, it can be regularly observed [5] that the price on the spot market for energy drops below 0 ct or that renewable energy sources are regulated down in favor of less adjustable traditional power sources [6]. In consequence, there is a clear demand [4] for smart grid approaches that focus on the prosumer market (cf. Figure 1). Prosumers generate and/or consume energy at a small scale and may or may not have some flexibility to shift the energy supply and demand in time.

For example, prosumers might be the members of a rural cooperative that wants to use wind- and biogas-power plants to operate agricultural machines, drainage pumps and cold warehouses as much as possible from renewable energies that are locally available at little costs. Prosumers also could be the co-tenants of a sustainable city quarter, wanting to fuel thermal heat pumps, air conditioning, hot-water boilers etc. from roof-top PV installations and a combined heat-and-power-plant. A third example are islands, which want to shift from diesel-generated electrical power to renewable energies without having to install expensive battery banks.

With our approach, the energy-consuming or generating prosumers can alleviate the impact of fluctuating energy sources. For example, one prosumer might operate a raw-water reservoir for flushing the toilet while another one provides a roof-top PV installation. If both prosumers synchronize so that the raw-water pump starts if (a) the sun shines and the reservoir is not filled entirely, or (b) the reservoir is empty and must be filled immediately, the total demand for the spinning reserve of the grid operator decreases. A smart grid approach for such a scenario must fulfill a number of specific requirements:

R1: Balance Energy Consumption and Generation The smart grid approach must be able to tell each prosumer in real-time if it is cost-efficient to start or stop energy generators or consumers.

R2: Clear Benefit The installation of such technologies must pay for itself, beginning from the first energy appliance to be installed and within a reasonable period of time.

R3: Interoperability It must be possible to mix appliances

Figure 1. Basis scenario
under control of a smart grid approach with energy appliances and infrastructures that already exist.

R4: Low Complexity Adding or removing smart grid appliances must be possible without having to inform or reconfigure other appliances. There should be no need for elaborate communication protocols.

R5: Robustness The approach should come with no single point of failures and must remain operative even if, say, the communication has been interrupted.

R6: Understandability The actions of each appliance under control of the smart grid approach must be directly comprehensible for the prosumer.

R7: Data Privacy The approach must do without any external instances that might learn in detail the energy appliances, preferences and habits of each prosumer.

In this paper, we propose SEAM, our approach for Swarm-based Energy Allocation in Microgrids on the prosumer level. We strive for a simple approach that can be installed on inexpensive off-the-shelf hardware and allows generation-side management and demand-side management for prosumers. That is, we assume that a grid operator exists, which balances over- and undersupply of energy, if this is beyond the capacities of the prosumers.

Our approach considers each energy appliance under control of SEAM as a swarm member. Thus, we want to obtain an emergent, complex swarm behavior as a result of the actions of many independent, distributed swarm members following simple rules without a central coordinator. In our case, each swarm member decides individually, based on a price signal and local information, if it should start or stop operating. The sum of the decisions of all swarm members converges to an emergent state where generation and consumption of energy is balanced as good as possible, which reduces the need for the spinning reserve at the site of the grid operator. From a business perspective, SEAM creates a distributed, privacy-aware platform for transactive energy management with low entry barriers for participants. In particular, we make the following contributions:

1) We describe the intuition behind SEAM, our approach for Swarm-based Energy Allocation in Microgrids.
2) We provide a formal framework for SEAM, which allows to assess its applicability to a given scenario, such as an insular grid or a urban microgrid.
3) We formally show under which conditions SEAM converges to a global state where energy consumption and generation is balanced.
4) We provide a description of a model prototype using SEAM.

Our prototype shows that the behavior of SEAM is in line with the properties derived from our formal framework. Furthermore, SEAM copes very well with fluctuating energy sources and unpredictable energy consumers.

Paper structure: The next section reviews related work. In Sections III and IV, we provide an intuitive and a formal description of SEAM. Section V analyzes the stability of SEAM, followed by a description of our prototype in Section VI. Section VII concludes.

II. Related Work

In this section we outline and compare general strategies for energy allocation in smart microgrids.

A. Smart Microgrids

Microgrids [1] are collections of energy consumers, energy sources and perhaps facilities for energy storage, functioning as a single system. A microgrid can be connected to a wide-area transmission grid. It also can be an autonomous system, using its own resources for energy generation and grid stabilization. Microgrids show their strengths in areas with heterogeneous loads, varying energy sources and long distances/few options to store energy locally [2]. One of the core objectives of today's microgrids and the focus of this work is to balance supply and demand in order to foster the integration of renewable energy sources. For this purpose, a number of alternatives exist:

Centralized forecasting approaches let a centralized coordinator compute a forecast of energy consumption and supply, based on a wide range of information. A typical example is a microgrid in Chile [7], which uses a neuronal network to continuously calculate a two-day forecast. The microgrid uses a rolling-horizon strategy to control battery banks, diesel generators and loads like water pumps. Another typical example [8] uses a genetic algorithm for forecasting. A characteristic feature of this example is that it uses not only weather information and load profiles, but also economic models and the energy price to produce an optimal schedule for all connected appliances. A novel high-frequency microgrid is shown in [9]. The advantage of high-frequency (500Hz) is the reduction of the transformation and transportation costs at smaller networks. The system works also with a two-day forecast, optimization of loads like water pumps and optimization of storage systems like battery banks.

Multiagent systems allow to build decentralized microgrid coordinators. Each agent is free to implement its own scheduling strategy to, e.g., build a smart city grid [10], charge electrical vehicles [11] or route energy between grid segments [12]. Since the agents are autonomous to some extent, this approach allows flexible microgrids with low entry barriers that do not need to transfer sensitive personal information to a third party. As a disadvantage, the agent run-time environment is a critical infrastructure.

Hybrid approaches combine two or more different energy sources, such as PV and Diesel generators [13], Wind-PV-Diesel [14] or solar thermal-geothermal power [15] into an integrated energy appliance. The appliance uses a controllable energy source when a flexible one cannot meet the energy demand. Because the vendor ensures that both energy sources complement each other, this approach allows to build low-complexity microgrids. However, this approach does not support the integration of other prosumers.

Transactive energy focuses on the active participation of prosumers via market mechanisms [16]. That is, the grid operator calculates a net-metering price for energy at real-time, which includes the costs of consuming and generating energy as well as the costs of stabilizing the grid. Each prosumer can decide individually if he is willing to generate or consume energy to the given price. As experience shows [17], the technology works as intended, but the calculation of a good net-metering price heavily depends on big-data analytics, including weather forecasts, marginal costs at different generation plants, congestion data of the transmission grid and various factors related to grid stabilization.

Energy auction approaches transform supply and demand of energy into bids that are placed on a centralized auction platform. This platform performs double-sided continuous auc-
tions to obtain the optimal market price and energy allocation for any point in time. PowerMatcher [18] is a well-known implementation of such an auction platform. Similarly to multiagent systems, each participant is free to implement its own scheduling strategy. Extensions of PowerMatcher even have been developed to run hybrid systems [19]. However, it is difficult to derive reasonable bids [20], e.g., for renewables that generate energy nearly without marginal costs, or for heating systems where the user does not want to gamble a convenient temperature. Thus, the complexity of the system is high for prosumers that do possess detailed background knowledge. Furthermore, the bids reveal many personal details.

B. Swarm Approaches

Our approach has been inspired by collective swarm intelligence, as seen by ants, bees or birds. The common factor of collective intelligence is that a complex, “smart” swarm behavior emerges from individuals who compete for resources based on straightforward rules and local ad-hoc information. Note that other definitions of swarm behavior additionally require interactions between neighboring swarm members. In our case, the resource is the price signal and the rules consider the valuation for energy. It is appealing to apply swarm concepts to microgrids. For instance, particle swarm algorithms (running on a central instance) can be used to optimize microgrid parameters [21], [22]. However, existing swarm algorithms (cf. [23], [24]) are difficult to distribute over a microgrid. One approach [25] allows a distributed architecture by modeling energy generation and consumption as a system of coupled oscillators. Since this model comes with a high complexity and binds the prosumers to a pre-defined scheduling strategy, this approach does not meet our requirements. Furthermore, some enterprises, e.g., Encycle, Easy Smart Grid, LichtBlick, GridSense and Siemens, are developing swarm approaches, with different directions of impact. Finally, a preliminary simulation study of our approach can be found at [26].

III. SEAM

Without loss of generality, assume a scenario as shown in Figure 1: A microgrid contains a PV site and a wind power plant, which feed energy into the microgrid at variable and less predictable rates. The major energy consumer in the microgrid is a raw-water pump, which fills a water reservoir. The pump has some demand-side flexibility: If the reservoir is full, the pump must be turned off. If the reservoir is empty, the pump must be turned on. In between, the pump may or may not be activated. The microgrid is connected with a distribution grid. The grid operator (a) provides energy if the local renewables do not provide enough energy to match the demand and (b) connects to spinning-, non-spinning- and frequency-response reserve power to ensure grid stability. In comparison to the normal energy supply, using reserve power is more expensive by some orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the transmission grid comes with transmission losses. Thus, the most efficient mode of operation is to consume the energy provided in the microgrid locally, i.e., to minimize the energy flow to and from the grid operator.

Now assume four pumps and an amount of energy provided over time as shown in the graph in Figure 2. Intuitively, an optimal schedule as shown in the figure would activate pumps in a way that their reservoirs never run empty. Furthermore, the schedule would activate many pumps in parallel if there is a surplus of energy and deactivates pumps in case of an undersupply. Note that we do not make any restrictive assumptions on the kind of flexibility of the energy appliances. For example, an owner of an electrical vehicle might want to charge the battery to 30% immediately after coming home for spontaneous driving. He might be willing to deliver energy to the microgrid if the battery is charged above 80%, and he might want the car to be charged to at least 60% at 7am each week day for commuting.

A. Scheduling Energy Appliances

Obviously, in reality an optimal schedule is impossible for supply- and demand-side management, since it would require a perfect forecast of the states of any energy appliance in the microgrid at any time in the future. With large grid installations, the law of large numbers mitigates the effect of local fluctuations in the energy supply and demand. In a microgrid, several alternatives already exist to obtain a reasonable schedule:

- A straightforward way would be to use a timer switch. The timer can be programmed so that the activity times of the pumps correspond with the typical hours of sunlight and wind. The effectivity of such a schedule is limited, but this approach is feasible for each prosumer without invoking third parties or installing sophisticated hardware.
- A central coordinator can do forecasting or implement an environment for a multi-agent system, as described in Section II. However, the coordinator puts the privacy of the prosumers at risk, comes with high total costs of ownership and requires a high overhead for installation, maintenance, configuration and communication.
- The third option is to implement a real-time market for energy, e.g., with transactive energy approaches or by using energy auctions. While such an approach comes with much lesser entry barriers for prosumers than a global coordinator, it still requires a trusted third party knowing personal details regarding the energy consumption of the prosumers. Furthermore, it is known from economics that the efficiency of markets depend on perfect information.

B. The SEAM Approach

We have developed SEAM, a different approach based on swarm mechanics, as shown in Figure 3: An energy meter measures the amount of energy that is imported from the distribution grid into the microgrid. Based on this information, the energy meter calculates a price signal. The more energy is imported, the higher the price to consume energy and vice versa (left side of Figure 4). With SEAM, the price signal helps to shepherd the swarm of energy appliances similarly.
to pheromone trails of ant colonies. Thus, the semantics of the price signal differs from net metering prices as used with transactive energy approaches or energy auctions.

Our price signal is broadcasted periodically to a number of smart controllers. A smart controller can be a standalone device, but it can also be implemented in the firmware of any device containing a micro-controller. Each smart controller is responsible for controlling an individual energy appliance, i.e., an energy storage, a consumer or a generator. In particular, the smart controller uses the price signal and local information about the flexibility of the appliance. Such local information can be the allowed tolerance for the temperature of a cooling house, it can be the charging status and desired charge of a electrical vehicle or it can be the heating demand of a combined-heat-and-power plant. If the flexibility is high, e.g., if there is plenty of time until a water pump must be activated to ensure that the reservoir does not run empty, the controller is unwilling to pay much for activating the pump. On the other hand, if the reservoir is about to drain, the controller must accept any price for energy.

A straightforward approach to implement such a strategy would be a linear regression model. In this case, a straight function describes the relationship between the flexibility and the price signal (right side of Figure 4). Thus, each controller would implement the following swarm algorithm, which is continuously evaluated:

**Switch on if:** The device is off, local properties allow that it can be switched on, and the local flexibility results in a valuation of energy that is higher than the price signal.

**Switch off if:** The device is on, local properties allow that it can be switched off, and the local flexibility results in a valuation of energy that is lower than the price signal.

A more sophisticated strategy could solve an optimization problem on a forecast of the energy price (see Section IV).

The decision about turning an energy appliance on or off is based solely on the broadcasted price signal and local data, i.e., there is no global optimizer and no communication with other controllers involved. The decisions of the swarm of smart controllers have an effect on the energy generated and consumed. This is measured by the energy meter and transformed into a new price signal, which is broadcasted again. Thus, a closed-loop feedback control circuit is established with the energy consumption as a feedback channel. If one appliance has an urgent need for energy and turns on, others might decide that the price is too high and switch off. Similarly, if the PV power plant delivers more energy, some appliances might decide that the energy now is inexpensive enough to be used even if, say, the tolerance limit of a cooling warehouse is not reached yet.

Because the price signal is obtained by measuring the available energy, it is possible to operate SEAM-controlled appliances together with existing ones, and controllers can enter and leave the swarm at any time without having to reconfigure any grid component. Since there is no outgoing communication, the privacy of the prosumers is not an issue. It is simple to understand the decisions of the smart controller by observing the local demand and the price signal. Finally, if the broadcasted price signal fails, the energy appliances can simply return to a mode of operations that is identical to a non-smart grid. Thus, SEAM fulfils the Requirements R3–R7 named in Section I.

Observe that the price signal is just a representation of the balance between supply and demand. Thus, it is possible to realize SEAM without modifying business cases of the grid operator – instead of a price, a normalized factor in the interval $(0, 1)$ would serve the same purpose. Furthermore, the price signal contains the marginal fee for energy. In other words, it is the price of consuming an infinitesimally small amount of energy at a certain time. Thus, the price signal represents the balance between demand and supply of energy, which allows us to develop swarm algorithms that allocate energy, but it cannot be directly used for net metering.

**IV. A Formal Framework for SEAM**

In order to show that SEAM converges to a state where energy consumption and energy generation is in balance (Requirement R1), we now describe a formal framework that describes the optimal point in time to turn on or off a device, given the local information and a time series of past energy prices in the possession of each smart controller. To ease our presentation, we model consumers as loads that are active for a predefined time interval, once they have been turned on. Our framework can be extended to more elaborate models easily.

**A. Basic Properties**

Without loss of generality, assume an electrical device $d \in D$ must be active for a certain time $\Delta t^d$ within a time interval $\Delta T^d$. This is typical for many devices, e.g., anything that operates cold or heat and fills or drains a reservoir that is continuously in use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d \in D$</td>
<td>Electrical device with flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta T^d$</td>
<td>Flexibility to shift the consumption of $d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t^d$</td>
<td>Minimal time span $d$ must be running in $\Delta T^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s^d$</td>
<td>Start time of $d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l^d$</td>
<td>Electrical load of $d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_i$</td>
<td>Price signal at time $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_i$</td>
<td>Forecast of the price at time $i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I. Important symbols**

Assume a cold warehouse must hold a temperature between 4 and 6°C. The cooler consumes $l = 800$ Watt. The warehouse...
warms up in 20 Minutes from 4 to 6°C, and it cools down from 6 to 4°C within two minutes. Thus, \( \Delta T = 2 \text{ min} \). To ensure a temperature below 6°C, the last point in time \( s' \) the cooler must start for \( \Delta T = 22 \text{ min} \) is after 20 minutes. Thus, \( 0 < s' < (\Delta T - \Delta t) \). Table I lists the most important symbols used. Our model comes with three assumptions:

**Assumption 1.** \(|D|\) is large, i.e., there are many individual devices.

**Assumption 2.** The distribution of the loads \( l_i \) of any device \( d \in D \) follows a Gauss Distribution, i.e., there are few devices with a very high energy consumption and a long tail of devices with a small consumption. This models a difficult case: Our framework will show that the energy allocation is easier if all devices have the same load \( l \).

**Assumption 3.** The inaccuracy of the forecast \( c_i \) for the price signal at time \( i \) increases with increasing \( i \). Let \( \Delta c_i = c_i - p_i \) the difference between the exact price and its forecast at time \( i \). For any two points in time \( \forall i, j \in \Delta T \) with \( i < j \), \( |c_i - p_i| \leq |c_j - p_j| \). Thus, \( \Delta c_i \) increases with \( i \): \( |c_i - p_i| \sim i \).

This is natural. At the current point in time the price is exactly known. It might be possible to guess the energy supply and demand in a local microgrid for some minutes in the future with high accuracy. But it is hard to tell the weather and the devices that are active for some hours or days in the future.

Obviously, it is impossible to shift the starting time \( s^d \) of a device \( d \) into the past. If a smart controller thinks there will be a better price in the future and the demand can be shifted to the end of the flexibility interval, but the price is higher then, the device must be activated anyway.

**Proposition 1.** The valuation for energy \( z^d \) increases with decreasing flexibility. If the flexibility in time is large, i.e., there are many options to turn on the device at a later point in time without violating the user’s settings, the controller will accept low energy prices only. In contrast, if the time is near when the device must be turned on, the smart controller is willing to pay a higher fee. Thus, \( z^d \sim i \).

**B. Optimal time for turning on the device**

After having shown the assumptions and basic properties of our model, we now describe how each controller might identify the optimal point in time to activate its electrical device.

**Proposition 2.** All smart controllers try to minimize the total costs for consuming energy. To this end, the controllers compute a forecast \( c_i \) for the price in the future at time \( i \). Thus, for each device \( d \) there is a smart controller solving at any point in time \( i \) an optimization problem: Find a starting time \( s_i \) so that the costs for consuming \( l^d \) over the time \( \Delta t^d \) will be minimal.

\[
\begin{align*}
\arg\min_{0 \leq s^d \leq s^d + \Delta t^d - \Delta t} \int_{s^d}^{s^d + \Delta t^d} c_i \cdot l^d \, dt
\end{align*}
\]

A simple forecasting approach would be to interpolate the current price to the future. Another simple approach might use the time series of the prices from the day before. Our prototype (see Section VI) shows that even simple approaches work well. However, the price \( k^d \) paid by any device \( d \) is not the forecast, but the price that is valid at the respective time, i.e.,

\[
k^d = \int_{s^d} s^d + \Delta t^d p_i \cdot l^d \, di
\]  

Recall that the smart controllers rely on local information and do not communicate with each other. Each controller derives the optimal starting point in isolation. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the energy prognosis is similar on each controller. Proposition 1 tells us that controllers with a high flexibility use their forecast to avoid high prices and favor low prices in the future. However, if many controllers turn on their devices at the same time, the price will increase and vice versa. This multiplicates the effect of Assumption 3, i.e., the inaccuracy of the forecast increases with the increasing forecasting time.

**Proposition 3.** From Assumption 3 it follows that the optimal starting point must be closer to the present time than obtained by Equation 1. Otherwise, the increasing risk for an inaccurate prognosis would result in a suboptimal starting point.

We model the optimal point in time for switching on by considering a risk premium for the optimization problem in Equation 1.

**Proposition 4.** The risk premium is the sum of the entry probability multiplied with the costs. With SEAM, the costs are the differences between prognosis and real price \( (p_i - c_i) \) paid at time \( i \). The entry probability can be described as a probability density function. Without loss of generality, we denote the risk premium at time \( i \) as \( r_i \). Our optimization problem to find the optimal point in time to turn on a device now is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\arg\min_{0 \leq s^d \leq s^d + \Delta t^d - \Delta t} \int_{s^d}^{s^d + \Delta t^d} c_i \cdot l^d \cdot r_i \, di
\end{align*}
\]

The choice of the probability density function allows to model participants that might be risk-averse, risk-neutral or risk-aware. Another option would be to learn the probability density by observing the difference between price and forecast.

Considering a risk premium results in a swarm behavior where the participants consume energy if the price is “good enough” instead of hoping for a better price in the future by risking inaccurate forecasts. Thus, for a sufficient number of swarm participants (cf. Assumption 1), Requirement R1 is fulfilled. Observe that we can say that without specifying an algorithm to compute the forecast or the probability density function. With our preliminary tests, using a time series of the price signal from the past as a forecast and a linear regression as probability density function turned out to perform well. Thus, our approach comes with a low complexity (Requirement R4).

**V. ON SWARM STABILITY**

At the first glance, SEAM could produce an oscillating behavior: All or a large share of the devices turn on. Thus, the energy consumption increases and the price signal rises as well. The next time the devices receive the price signal, all or a large share of the energy consumers are unwilling to accept a high price for energy and turn off. In consequence, the consumption and the price signal decreases. The next time the price signal
is received, all devices are turned on again and the procedure is repeated indefinitely. To ensure that this behavior does not materialize in a real installation, two research questions must be considered:

1) Under which conditions is it possible to provoke an oscillating behavior of a large share of all swarm members?
2) How must the swarm be constructed to ensure that oscillations do not occur normally and oscillations provoked by external events fade away?

Assume a subset $M \subseteq D$ of the set of all devices $D$. All devices $m \in M$ switch on and off at the same time, i.e., all smart controllers responsible for those devices solve the optimization problem from Proposition 4 with the result that the optimal point in time to start consuming energy is the current point in time. For example, such an behavior could be provoked by a very high risk premium or by having many identical devices. Formally,

$$\forall m \in M : s^m = 0$$

Equation 4 allows us to derive three of properties that must be fulfilled altogether to obtain an oscillating swarm behavior.

**Proposition 5.** The sum of the energy consumptions of all devices in $M$ must be larger than the sum of the energy consumptions of all other devices that are able to counteract the sudden increase in the total energy consumption by turning off.

$$\sum_{m \in M} l^m > \sum_{d \in (D \setminus M)} l^m$$

Assumption 2 allows to derive for any real setting the share of devices that must be in $M$.

**Proposition 6.** The run-times $\Delta t^m$ of all devices in $M$ must have a common divider. Otherwise, there would be no stable oscillation.

$$\forall p, q \in M : \frac{\Delta t^p}{x} = a \land \frac{\Delta t^q}{x} = b \quad \text{with } a, b, x \in \mathbb{Z}$$

**Proposition 7.** All devices in $M$ must be turned on before an update of the price signal arrives that tells them to re-evaluate the optimization problem in Equation 3. I.e., the system must have some delay $\delta$ between two consecutive updates of the price signal:

$$\delta = |i_1 - i_0|$$

From Proposition 5 to Proposition 7 it follows that it must be simple to design a microgrid based on SEAM, which cannot produce oscillations, either by ensuring a heterogeneous set of devices, well-distributed loads and/or updating the price signal with a low or random delay. If this is not possible, another feasible strategy would be to allow an operator to manually override the switching decisions of the largest loads in the microgrid.

**VI. Prototype**

We have build a prototype (see Figure 5) to confirm that SEAM operates on inexpensive off-the-shelf hardware (see Requirement R2), and that our formal framework as well as our assumptions can be applied to real settings.

From the algorithmic perspective, it does not make a difference if we connect real energy consumers with SEAM or a model. For practical reasons, we have decided for components from educational experimentation boxes (Franzis "50 Experimente mit erneuerbaren Energien" and Franzis "Solarenergie"). Our prototype provides two low-current LEDs and two motors as energy consumers ($f$). A lamp ($a$) shines on two PV modules ($b$) to provide renewable energy sources. A battery and two 1000μF capacitors ($g$) mimic a grid operator who provides a conventional energy source and grid stabilization. A display unit ($c$) allows us to monitor the state of the microgrid, the energy intake from the energy sources and the activities of the energy consumers. We have implemented SEAM in Java on a Raspberry Pi Model B+ in a DIN-Rail housing ($c$), which operates the energy consumers via a multi-channel potential free actor relais ($d$). Both the display unit and the energy meter makes use of MCP3426 16-bit multichannel ΔΣ analog-to-digital converters with I²C interface and onboard reference. Observe that this setting stresses the Assumptions 1 and 2 requiring many devices with different loads.

The computational resources of the Raspberry PI model B+ are sufficient to run the energy meter service and four instances of a smart controller in parallel. Thus, the price signal can be transferred via inter-process communication. With our model prototype, we have defined a voltage between 2.7V and 3.3V as normal, i.e., below 2.7V, our conventional energy source steps in, and above 3.3V a Z diode has to consume surplus energy. In order to balance supply and demand, we have implemented the straightforward strategy denoted in Figure 4: Our forecast is an interpolation of the current price signal. The price signal is 1 at 2.7V and 0 at 3.3V. Any smart controller accepts a price of 0 if the flexibility (i.e., the time remaining until the device must be turned on) is maximal, and a price of 1 if the flexibility is 0. The prototype allows us to configure a wide range of different flexibilities. Furthermore, by moving the lamp we can vary the generation of renewable energies easily. Switches allow us to manually activate and deactivate the conventional energy source and grid stabilization.

Our prototype provides a challenging scenario for SEAM: The energy consumption of a motor exceeds the consumption of a LED by an order of magnitude, we have only four energy consumers in total, and only one source of renewable energies. Furthermore, the energy sources are not under control of SEAM, and SEAM uses a straightforward approach to balance supply and demand.

Nevertheless, our prototype confirms that SEAM works well even in extreme situations. We have ran a number of experiments with two settings: (A) all devices are operated without SEAM, i.e., the devices are turned on if the flexibility is 0 and turned off after $\Delta t$. (B) SEAM controls the devices as described. With our experiments, we have moved
the lamp in different positions and we have measured the energy drawn from the battery. Our experiments with setting B show that typically, our independent smart controllers organize themselves into a regular swarm behavior where one energy consumer is turned on after another one has been switched off. With this switching pattern, the energy produced by renewable sources is optimally consumed. If the pattern is disturbed, e.g., by moving the lamp, the controllers quickly find to another pattern. In comparison to setting (A), setting (B) typically consumes 30% less conventional energy. If the flexibilities are sufficient to compensate fluctuations in the generation of renewable energies, the conventional energy source can be removed.

We have tried to force our swarm of energy consumers into an oscillation where any device turns on and off periodically, as described in Section V. In fact, we can confirm Proposition 5 to Proposition 7: It needs a carefully designed artificial setup where the energy consumers are forced to start at the same time and must have identical run-times. Furthermore, we had to delay the update of the price signal. If we do not enforce this artificial setting, an oscillation will not materialize.

Finally, our prototype confirms that SEAM can be realized with inexpensive off-the-shelf components (Requirement R2). An industry-grade installation with insulation level IP20 according DIN 40050 can be realized with modules that are readily available from manufacturers, such as Wago or Phoenix Contact. The computational resources needed to operate a smart controller can be provided even by a micro controller.

VII. SUMMARY

Microgrids are a promising approach to foster the transition to renewable energy sources by balancing energy consumption and supply locally. However, existing approaches to schedule energy appliances cannot be readily applied to small-scale producers and consumers of energy, for various reasons.

In this paper, we have proposed SEAM, a distributed approach for Swarm-based Energy Allocation in Microgrids. SEAM makes use of swarm intelligence to let energy producers and consumers adapt to the availability of energy. SEAM maps the availability of energy to a price signal, which is broadcasted to all swarm members in real-time. We have shown that the individual decisions of all swarm members let the microgrid converge to a state where renewable energy sources are utilized as good as possible, given the individual flexibility of the energy appliances. We have described both a formal framework and a model prototype for SEAM, showing that the formally derived properties of SEAM can be observed in a real system. Given that SEAM does not rely on complex infrastructures, expensive hardware components or elaborate algorithms, it copes very well with fluctuating energy sources. As part of our future work, we will focus on the response times, i.e., we strive to provide optimizations and guarantees for the time the SEAM swarm needs to adapt to fluctuations in the energy generation or consumption.
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Abstract—Smart grids are a more and more present concept in electrical systems. In the context of smart grids, alike in the present topology of electrical systems, it is necessary to guarantee quality and reliability of energy provision. Thus, this work has the objective to locate faults in energy distribution systems using only post-fault voltage data. This data will be collected on the medium voltage side of distribution transformers, a likely place for installation of concentrating devices of smart grids, and will be applied to a multilayer fuzzy inference system. The scenario studied is a feeder of an actual distribution system, with 1600 buses and 505 transformers. The obtained results are still very imprecise to faults too close or too far from the measurement point, but they are satisfactory for a specific range of fault distances. Improvements are going to be made to obtain more accurate results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical power systems have been facing different technical, economic and environmental changes, mainly in response to the increasing energy demand, the efforts to incorporate renewable generation sources and the intensification of reliability of energy supply. A feasible way to alleviate the problems caused by such changes is the use of Distributed Generation (DG) [1][2].

DG is defined as small generating units installed in distribution systems near load centers. Its main advantages are: reduction of losses in the system, improvement of voltage profile and power quality indices, increase of energy supply trustworthiness, reduction of operating and environmental costs (less penalties for emission of pollutants, because of the use of a renewable source) and market opening [1][3].

The energy generated with DG can be used to feed the energy needs of the producer, but it also can be sold to the grid when convenient. However, for the implantation of DG to be allowed, there is a set of rules that must be followed by the producer. One of them says that when an abnormal condition is verified, the DG must be disconnected from the grid [3][4].

A fault in the system is an abnormal condition, since it is a sudden voltage sag which leads to high currents. Faults are events that happen randomly, and are very prejudicial to the grid, especially due to these overcurrents. To save the system from potential damage, the protection system must work correctly and must isolate the fault from the grid [5][6].

However, isolating the faulty point is not the solution to the problem. Some faults must be located and repaired before reconnecting that point to the grid. This is where the objective of this paper lies. This paper aims to develop a multilayer Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) to locate faults in distribution systems using only voltage measurements. It is expected that the FIS can estimate the fault location no matter the distance to a reference point, which in this paper is any transformer in a simulated distribution system identical to a real one.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II contains the state-of-the-art regarding fault locations in distributions systems and the original contribution of this paper. Section III describes the multilayer FIS used. Section IV exposes the methodology used to obtain the results, which are in Section V. Finally, Section VI contains the conclusions of this paper.

II. STATE OF THE ART AND ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION

Currently, there are several methodologies for locating faults in electrical systems to reduce the reestablishment time of electrical energy in the region where the fault occurred, and each of these techniques has advantages, disadvantages and particularities [7][8]. These methods can be divided into three main categories: based on apparent impedance, based on traveling waves, and methods using artificial intelligence.

Apparent impedance-based methods consider that the distance between a given measuring point, usually the substation, and the fault point is proportional to the apparent impedance seen from the measurement point, calculated at the time of the fault, as explained in [9]-[13]. An advantage of this method is that it does not require a geo-referencing system with synchronized measurements to detect the point of the fault, since the measurement of parameters in one grid terminal is sufficient, but in contrast its disadvantage is the estimation of multiple possible points of fault, due to the branching of the radial distribution systems [7][8]. Other important aspects are that the fault impedance and the fault current impact the calculation of the apparent impedance.
The fault impedance is always unknown and the fault current is influenced by several factors of the system, such as the load and the presence of distributed generation [14].

The methods based on traveling waves rely on the analysis of the waveform of the voltage that travels to both sides of the grid, being reflected and refracted in its discontinuities while its amplitude is attenuated. The method consists in measuring the time between the first and the second incidence of the wave originated with the fault, which travels back and forth from the fault point to the terminal, as presented in [15]-[21].

One of the main difficulties in applying this method comes from the branching of the distribution systems, since each connection of the system is a point of discontinuity where the traveling wave will be reflected and refracted [7][8]. In this case, a possible approach is the use of the wavelet transform, which can detail the characteristics of traveling waves in the time and in the frequency domains in order to determine at what moment of time a high frequency transient, i.e., a fault, happens [18][20]. The main advantage of this methodology, compared to the method based on the apparent impedance, is that the multiple estimation does not occur, instead a single location of the fault point is found [22]. At the same time, there are the disadvantages of this second method, which are the need for syncing the measurements in two terminals, or alternatively, using a high frequency of data acquisition [20].

Intelligent systems used in fault location can profit from the advantages and avoid the disadvantages of both preview methods by using known historical data to be trained, as explained in [23]-[27]. In [28], for example, the fault distance is calculated through the apparent impedance method, which leads to multiple possible fault points. After that, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is trained to recognize patterns using voltage sag data in the moment of the fault so the correct fault point among all can be determined.

In [29] the authors use as inputs of an ANN the parameters of the wavelet transformation applied to the line currents of the 34-bus IEEE feeder. Likewise, in [30], a neuro-fuzzy system receives wavelet parameters of voltage and current, obtaining 80% accuracy index when DG is present in the distribution system, and 90% accuracy index when DG is absent.

When analyzing the most recent researches related to fault location in distribution systems it is noticed that their indexes of accuracy are quite satisfactory. The most used methodology consists of intelligent systems whose inputs are post-fault, voltage and/or current wavelet parameters [29][31]. An important detail is that in most of recent works the current measurement is considered as something essential for the correct and precise location of the fault [7][8].

The original contribution of this work comes from the fact that only voltage data is used to locate the fault in a distribution system. This consideration is important because of the following reason: in Brazil, the National Agency of Electrical Energy (ANEEL) considered as minimum requirements to a smart meter to acquire voltage, active power and reactive power data [32]. Current measurements are not included in the minimum requirements of smart meters, thus not using them in fault location methods increase the applicability of this work in a future Brazilian smart grid scenario.

III. MULTILAYER FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM

The FIS may be treated as systems that use the concepts and operations defined by the fuzzy set theory and by the fuzzy reasoning methods, since they use the fuzzy inference process to perform their operational functions. Basically, these operational functions include the inputs fuzzification of the system, the inference rules associated to it, the aggregation of rules and the later defuzzification of the aggregation results, which represent the outputs of the FIS [33].

Considering the operational functions performed by the FIS, it is convenient to represent them by a three-layer model. Thus, a FIS may be given by the sequential composition of an input layer, an inference layer and an output layer.

A. Input Layer

The system inputs fuzzification has the purpose of determining the membership degree of each input related to the fuzzy sets associated to each input variable. To each input variable, as many fuzzy sets as necessary can be associated. This way, given a FIS with only one input, to which there are N fuzzy sets defining it associated, then the output of the first layer is a column vector with N elements, which are representing the membership degrees of this input in relation to those fuzzy sets.

If we define the input of this FIS with one only input x, then the input layer output of the FIS is the vector $I_i$, that is

$$I_i = (\mu_{A_1}(x), \mu_{A_2}(x), \cdots, \mu_{A_n}(x))^T$$

where $\mu_{A_i}(\cdot)$ is the membership function defined to $x$ input, which is referring to the $k$-th fuzzy set associated to this input.

The generalization of the input layer concept for a FIS having $p$ input variables can be achieved if we consider each input of this FIS being modeled as a sub-layer of the input layer. Considering this, the output vector of the input layer $I(x)$ is then defined by

$$I(x) = (I_1(x_1)^T, I_2(x_2)^T, \cdots, I_p(x_p)^T)^T$$

where $x_i$ is the $i$-th input of the FIS and $I_{d}(\cdot)$ is the $k$-th vector of membership functions associated to the $x_i$ input.

B. Inference Layer

The set of rules has fundamental importance to the correct functioning of the FIS. There are several methods for the extraction of fuzzy rules from the tuning set.

In this paper, the FIS has initially all the possible inferred rules. Therefore, the tuning algorithm has the task of weighting the inference rules. The weighting of the inference rules is an adequate way to represent the most important rules in the FIS, or even to allow that conflicting rules are related to each other without any verbal completeness loss.
Thus, it is possible to express the i-th fuzzy rule as (3), where \( R_i(\cdot) \) is the function representing the fuzzy weight value of the i-th fuzzy rule, \( w_i \) is its weight factor and \( r_i(\cdot) \) represents its fuzzy value.

\[
R_i(I(x)) = w_i r_i(I(x))
\]  

(3)

C. Output Layer

The output layer of the FIS aims to aggregate the inference rules, as well as the defuzzification of the fuzzy set generated by the aggregation of inference rules.

In the FIS design, the choice of not only the aggregation method but also the defuzzification method constitutes a very important decision. The aggregation method of the fuzzy inference rules must be in such a way that the fuzzy set resulting from aggregation is capable of adequately representing the knowledge contained in this set of fuzzy rules. By analogy, the method chosen for the defuzzification must express, in a crisp value, the fuzzy set resulting from the fuzzy aggregation.

D. Adjustment of the Fuzzy Inference System

To summarize what was exposed until now in this Section, Figure 1 illustrates how the layers are disposed. In this example, two inputs were provided and three rules activated.

![Figure 1. Multilayer fuzzy inference system [33].](image)

The formalization of a FIS in the form of a multilayer system can be justified not only by the different operational division of each one of these layers, but also by the presence in each of them of different free parameters.

This way, the mapping \( f \) between the input space \( x \) and the output space \( y \) may be defined by (4), where \( mf_{in}, \) \( w \) and \( mf_{out} \) respectively represent the vectors of the input membership functions parameters, the weight of the inference rules and the output membership functions parameters.

\[
y = f(x, \, mf_{in}, \, w, \, mf_{out})
\]  

(4)

Therefore, \( mf_{in}, \) \( w \) and \( mf_{out} \) represent the free parameters of the FIS and for this reason it is more suitable to rewrite (4) as presented in

\[
y = f(x, \, \theta)
\]  

(5)

where \( \theta \) is the vector resulting from concatenation of the free parameters involved to system, that is

\[
\theta = \left[mf_{in}^T \, w^T \, mf_{out}^T \right]
\]  

(6)

The definition of the energy function to be minimized remains in function of the fuzzy mapping. Considering that the tuning set \( \{x,y\} \) is fixed during the whole adjustment process, it may be written as (7), where \( \xi \) represents the energy function associated to the FIS.

\[
\xi(x,y) = \xi(x,y)(\theta)
\]  

(7)

In problems like this, involving the minimization of energy functions, it is desired that, after any iteration, the energy function value is lower than that value obtained in the previous iteration. There are several techniques used to solve unconstrained optimization problems. A detailed description of the unconstrained optimization techniques may be found in [34]. The choice of the most adequate technique to be used is conditioned to the form by which the energy function is defined. For example, the Gauss-Newton method for the unconstrained optimization may be more applicable in problems where the energy function is defined as (8), where \( e(i) \) is the absolute error of the i-th tuning pattern.

\[
\xi(\theta) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{m} e^2(i)
\]  

(8)

In this paper, a derivation of the Gauss-Newton method is used for the FIS. The Gauss-Newton expression to update the vector \( \theta \) is defined by (9), where \( g \) is the gradient of \( \xi \) expressed in (7) and \( J \) is the Jacobian matrix of \( e \) presented in (8).

\[
\theta_{next} = \theta_{now} - \frac{1}{2} \left(J^T J\right)^{-1} g
\]  

(9)

The optimization algorithm used was the Levenberg-Marquardt method [35]. The Levenberg-Marquardt method can handle well ill-conditioned matrices \( J^T J \) by altering (9) to

\[
\theta_{next} = \theta_{now} - \frac{1}{2} \left(J^T J + \mu I\right)^{-1} g
\]  

(10)

The calculation of the matrices \( J \) and the vectors \( g \) were performed through the finite differences method.

IV. METHODOLOGY

Aiming to locate faults in a distribution system, this paper uses simulations of faults in a real system, which is in Biritiba-Mirim (Brazil). This distribution system contains 505 transformers and 1600 buses. Each simulation consisted in applying a fault to one bus and measuring the medium-side voltages in each transformer, in addition to zero and
positive impedances between each transformer and the fault. This way, more than 800,000 sets of data were gathered. All the voltage data collected are: module, real part and imaginary part of phase, line and sequence voltages. Since phase A is the reference, its imaginary part is zero and the real part is equal to the module. This way, there are 25 different vectors of voltage data that will be the inputs of the FIS.

The medium voltage side of transformers was chosen as the points to collect data because of two main reasons. First, the transformers are a likely spot to place the data concentrators of a smart grid [36]. Second, the work presented in [37] develops and designs a Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) that fits perfectly for data acquisition in the purpose of this paper. Although it is placed in the low voltage side of transformers (220 V), it can collect all 25 different voltages used in the magnitude of 13.8 kV by considering the transformer model.

The outputs of the FIS are the modules of the zero and positive impedances in fault condition. These variables are used to calculate the apparent impedance, which is directly proportional to the fault distance between a transformer (measurement point) and the fault point. The equations below show these relations between the distance D, the apparent impedance \( Z_{ap} \), the zero and positive sequence impedances \( Z_0 \) and \( Z_1 \), the fault voltage \( V_A \) and current \( I_a \) and the zero sequence current \( i_0 \) [38].

\[
D \propto \frac{V_A}{I_a + \left( \frac{Z_0 - Z_1}{Z_1} \right) i_0} \quad (11)
\]

\[
D \propto \frac{Z_1}{Z_0 - Z_1} \quad (12)
\]

Some considerations were made in this study. It was considered that the system is balanced, equilibrated and symmetric before the fault. The fault is phase-A-to-ground with no resistance. The system is unloaded.

V. RESULTS

The results were obtained by training and testing the FIS with 5 inputs and 12 rules, once for calculating \( Z_0 \) and another for calculating \( Z_1 \). These 5 inputs were selected among all the 25 measured voltages by the method developed in [39].

For \( Z_0 \), the voltages selected as inputs of the FIS were \( V_A \), \( V_{1a} \), \( V_{0r} \), \( V_{br} \) e \( V_{fr} \). The rules and membership functions are in Figure 2, while the estimation result is in Figure 3. For estimating \( Z_1 \), the inputs were \( V_A \), \( V_{1a} \), \( V_{aBC} \), \( V_{2i} \) e \( V_{0r} \). The results are in Figure 4 while the FIS configuration is in Figure 5.

Figures 2 and 5 show 6 columns (5 inputs and 1 output) and 12 rows (rules). In each but the last column there is a red line which represents the value of each input. This value can vary from 0 to 1 individually, since all data is in pu, but they are all assumed 0.5 here as an example. In each row, there are all the membership functions that are activated by the values of the inputs in the corresponding rule. The yellow region in each membership function is the pertinence of that function. In the last row and column, there is a thick red line that represents the value of the output after the aggregation of all membership functions of the output. This value is the impedance in pu.

Figures 3 and 4 show how many estimations exist by interval of impedance. By analyzing them, it is possible to see that the FIS was not able at all to estimate impedances in the intervals [0.0 0.1] pu and [0.6 1.0] pu. Instead, the FIS placed them in the ranges of impedances [0.1 0.2] pu and [0.3 0.6] pu, making their estimation not as correct as they should be. The only interval were the estimations matched reasonably the real impedances is the [0.2 0.3] pu interval in both cases.

With these estimation data, the distance between the fault and the measurement point can be calculated, using (12). Then, they are compared to the real distance of the fault. This comparison is showed in Figure 6, which can be analyzed similarly to Figures 3 and 4, and in Figure 7, which is the histogram of the error, indicating the number of estimations that provided similar intervals of errors (in km).
Figure 3. \(Z_0\) estimation.

Figure 4. \(Z_1\) estimation.

Figure 5. FIS configuration for estimating \(Z_1\).

Figure 6. Comparison between estimated and real fault distances.

Figure 7. Histogram of distance estimation error.
Circa 400 samples (10% of the training data) resulted in errors close to zero, approximately the same amount of samples whose estimated distance is between 1.6 km and 2.0 km, that is the interval of distances with the smallest estimation error.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper developed a fault location method in distribution systems using only voltage measurements. A Fuzzy Inference System was trained with these voltage data and provided as outputs the zero and positive impedances, which were used to calculate the distance from each transformer of the grid to the fault point.

In a first glance at Figure 6, the results look far from being satisfactory to completely fulfill the objective of this work. Yet, this work has some good results, as explained below.

Taking a closer look on Figure 6, there is a range of distances, [1.6 2.0] km, where the estimation has little error. This is the only acceptable range because the FIS could only estimate the zero and positive impedances more accurately in the narrow interval associated with this distance range, that is the [0.2 0.3] pu impedances interval. Knowing this, after a fault happens, when calculating the distance from every transformer to the fault, most of them will locate the fault incorrectly. Transformers closer than 1.6 km from the fault will accuse that the fault is even closer, and transformers further from 2.0 km will indicate an even longer distance to the fault. Nevertheless, there is a circle of transformers with radius varying between 1.6 km and 2.0 km that will give a precise fault location, which is the center of this circle.

However, even after this analysis, there is more room for improving the results of this work in future ones. First, locating the fault using the thought exposed above is only conceivable if the correct number of measurement points is used. In this paper, 505 transformers were not enough to locate the fault regardless of its distance, but this number is fine to locate faults within the distance described above. Changing this number may improve the results, that is, may widen the range of precise distance estimations.

Second, the FIS must be restructured. Changing the number of transformers implies in a different set of data used to train the Fuzzy Inference System, making it necessary to alter the number of rules, membership functions, inputs and epochs of training for optimizing the results.

The third possible improvement regards the distribution system, that is rather simplified. It is convenient to add more characteristics of the system, such as unbalanced voltages, fault impedance and presence of loads to obtain a more applicable result in a real distribution system.

Additionally, there is still an important factor of this present work to investigate. Very low or very high impedances could not be estimated by the FIS, and the reasons for this are unknown. A hypothesis is that the distribution system is too complex for a fault to be located without clustering this system to be trained by different FIS. Making the FIS capable of accurately estimating these extreme impedances will certainly grant a more precise fault location.
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Abstract—The Electric Vehicle (EV) market is one of the most rapidly changing and fastest growing high-tech sectors in the United States. The relatively small number of large-scale public vehicle-charging stations makes recharging electric vehicles problematic, if not impossible at times. This study aims at addressing “How to properly integrate EV charging infrastructure into the electricity system and deliver net benefits to the consumers?” To answer the research question, we have built a prototype of Geographic Decision Support Systems (GDSS), which is an elegant, interesting, and novel solution, to demonstrate how an interactive, computer-based system can assist in decision-making considering the net benefits to consumers and the potential benefits to the grid. The proposed solution provides evidence that GIS can play an integral role in the problem domain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Electric Vehicle (EV) market is one of the most rapidly changing and fastest growing high-tech sectors in the United States. According to some recent estimates from the United States Department of Energy’s Clean Cities program [1], the U.S. has approximately 482,000 EVs, 14,000 public charging stations, and 36,000 charging outlets. The U.S. market currently has over 20 electric vehicle models from 12 manufacturers. To increase the adoption and use of plug-in electric vehicles, President Obama announced the “EV Everywhere Challenge” in 2012 as a part of the Energy Department’s Clean Energy Grand Challenges. It aims “to make electric vehicles more affordable and convenient to own and drive than today’s gasoline-powered vehicles within the next 10 years.” [2]. Similarly, a Bloomberg New Energy Finance report [3] suggests that the sale of electric vehicles will hit almost 90 times the equivalent figure for 2015 by 2040. The report also highlights that, by year 2022, electric vehicles will cost the same as their gasoline-driven equivalents, the point from where the sale of EVs will take off. California’s target is to have 1.5 million EVs on the road by 2025, which is more than 600% increase over the roughly 200,000 EVs it has today [4]. According to Trabish [5], EV sales have already outperformed infrastructure growth, which is a problem that is expected to increase with the skyward trend of the EV sales.

The relatively small number of large-scale public vehicle-charging stations makes recharging electric vehicles problematic, if not impossible at times. Supporting California’s target to have 1.5 million EVs on the road by 2025, a rapid expansion of charging infrastructure (between 150,000 and 750,000 non-home charging stations) is needed [6]. Faster adoption of EVs will require flexibility in charging. Various analyses suggest that more charging stations are necessary to accommodate consumer demand for convenient electric vehicle recharging but the question is where these charging stations should be located. Decisions on making more charging stations are not as simple as simply opening more stations. The reason is that an electric charge depends on and impacts the overall electric grid in a region. Charging an electric vehicle is, in some instances, the equivalent of adding three houses to the grid and the electric grid is not ready for these stratospheric spikes in power demand [7]. Utilities need to keep a close eye on the grid constraints as they plan EV charging stations infrastructure in order to avoid grid reliability problems, power outages, and other unplanned costs that might occur due to peak demand influences and the grid overload. According to SDG&E calculations, if California’s targets by 2025 (1.5 million EVs) are all gotten charged during peak times, it could add almost 10,000 MW of new peak load to the existing 64,000 MW load on California’s grid [6].

An additional point is that deploying networks of EV charging stations can stabilize and bring benefits to the grid in locations where there is excess power. Looking at possible benefits and the new electricity grid of the future, EV charging can absorb mid-day solar over-generation and alleviate wind curtailment at night. Charging EVs when non-dispatchable assets like solar and wind generators are producing more energy than the electricity system can help flatten out the duck curve of demand and reduce the extent to which supply suddenly escalates. All of these characteristics reduce system costs, benefit ratepayers, and improve the profitability of generators [6].

Considering the grid capacity constraints, implications of EV charging if it is not appropriately incorporated into the electricity system, and the potential benefits of infrastructure planning, this paper addresses the research question: “How to properly integrate EV charging infrastructure into the electricity system and deliver net benefits to the consumers?” Previous literature showed
insufficient attempts by researchers to provide solutions that can assist in decision-making with respect to this research question. The existing research was developed bearing in mind only the net benefits to EV owners while neglecting the electric circuit capacity constraints and the impact of the EV charging infrastructure on the electric grid.

The objective of this research is to build a Geographic Decision Support Systems (GDSS) prototype, which is an elegant, interesting, and novel solution to assist in the placement of electric vehicles charging stations. The goal is to demonstrate an interactive, computer-based system to assist in decision-making considering the net benefits to consumers and the potential benefits to the grid.

This research paper is based on the process steps in Takeda, et. al.’s design cycle to create the artifact/solution [8]. This cycle has five main steps, which are the awareness of the problem, suggestion, development, evaluation, and conclusion. The awareness of the problem phase has been indicated as mentioned above in the introduction and problem definition section. The suggestion phase is the decisions that have been made to develop the prototype to assist in the placement of electric vehicles public charging stations. In Section 2, we indicated the steps taken to develop and create the prototype considering some factors that will impact decision-making; in Section 3, we analyzed the prototype and wrote our findings; in Section 4, we explained the evaluation section of the paper; in Section 5 and 6, we highlighted the limitations, future work, and conclusion.

II. Artifact: GDSS Prototype

This study proposes a GDSS solution to assist in the placement of EV public charging stations as shown in Figure 1. A GDSS model can aid in EV charging stations location choices and provide actionable information for utilities, state-level decision-makers, and other stakeholders who are concerned about the EV integration as a dispatchable grid resource (a resource for which its power output can be adjusted, turned on or off at the request of the power grid operators). Though a GDSS can provide a solution to address the placement of all types (levels) of EV public charging infrastructure, we chose to only focus on level 2 EV public charging stations as we are building the prototype for illustration purposes.

The factors that we have considered and used are safety, number of EV in the area, exploiting excess power, grid capacity, convenience, and accessibility. We identified these factors as follows:

1) Security: safety assessment based crime rate [9].

2) Number of EV in the area: total count of vehicles that can be plugged into an electric power source to charge the battery, which is the sum of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and Plug-In Hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) [10].

3) Exploiting excess power: locations with potential excess solar and/or wind generation [11]).

4) Grid capacity: Load capacity of electric circuits determined by the maximum load a circuit can handle safely without overheating. The minimum requirement of Load capacity is 12 kilovolts modern circuit ([11]; [12]).

5) Convenience: Anything that saves or simplifies work, adds to one's ease or comfort, which is short distance and comfortable place to spend time. For example, destination location for work and/or home ([13]; [14]).

6) Accessibility: the maximum and the minimum distance that EV owners are willing to walk from and to charging station. The maximum walk is 0.5 mile [9].

A. Data Selection and Acquisition

1) Crime Index Data: LA County Portal is the data source for the 2016 crime index data. The LA County crime index database is available at [15].

2) Parking Lot boundaries Data: LA County GIS Data Portal is the data source for 2014 dataset which contains the boundaries of the parking lots in the County of LA 5000 square feet and larger for commercial, industrial, and government properties. The database is available at [16].

3) Southern California Edison (SCE)’s Distributed Energy Resources interconnection Map (DERiM) Capacity Analysis Data: SCE’s DERiM includes power electric lines and the capacity analysis in...
kilowatts by circuit line. The data is retrieved from DERiM web map at [17].

4) Solar Parcel Data: LA County is the data source for the solar parcel data. The link to LA County solar parcel database is available at [18]. LA County solar map provides key data elements such as: total roof area and area suitable for solar, potential solar system size, solar potential annual output, and potential cost savings.

B. Data Preparation Steps

1) Data was extracted and loaded into ArcMap to show four map layers. The first layer showed LA county solar data by parcel while the other layers showed the crime index, SCE electric circuit capacity by circuit line and the targeted parking lots.

2) The targeted parking lot types were suggested by researchers as shown in Table 1 to meet the specification of the convenience factor for level 2 EV public charging stations. Similarly, walking distance from the potential targeted locations were set to 500 feet to meet the requirement of the accessibility factor.

3) According to Sultan et al. [19], the solar rooftop’s potential electricity output was calculated for each parcel by multiplying the rooftop’s solar panel area, the solar panel yield, the annual average solar radiation on tilted panels (constant for LA county, equal to 2018.45), and the solar system’s performance ratio which is the coefficient for losses (used default value = 0.75). Two fields were added in ArcMap attribute table to perform these calculations. Considering the V2G technology/exploiting excess power factor, these calculations are required to predict areas with potential solar excess generation assuming maximum adoption of solar rooftops in LA County.

4) Considering the Grid Capacity requirement, locations not meeting the 12 kilovolts minimum circuit capacity constraints were excluded.

5) Using ArcMap model builder tool, a model was constructed to spatially join all map layers and provide an output map layer showing the potential locations for level 2 EV public charging stations.

III. Analysis and Findings

According to Esri [20], “the Kernel Density tool calculates a magnitude-per-unit area from point or polyline features using a kernel function to fit a smoothly tapered surface to each point or polyline.” In this case, Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is used to estimate the probability density function of solar excess generation. KDE statistics is given as:

\[
\hat{f}(x) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} k_h (x - x_i) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} k \left( \frac{x - x_i}{h} \right)
\]

Where \((x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)\) is an independent and identically distributed sample drawn from some distribution with an unknown density \(f\). \(K (*)\) is the kernel (a non-negative function that integrates to one and has mean zero) and \(h > 0\) is a smoothing parameter called the bandwidth. KDE statistics estimates the shape of this function \(f\).

Assuming the maximum adoption of solar rooftops in LA County, analysis indicates there are several dense areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athletic &amp; Amusement Facilities</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleges, Universities (Private)</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>4970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department Stores</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golf Courses</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Stores</td>
<td>7551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel &amp; Motels</td>
<td>1317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>5698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Buildings</td>
<td>7989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking Lots (Commercial Use Properties)</td>
<td>11598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parking Lots (Industrial Use Properties)</td>
<td>1424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Buildings</td>
<td>2895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreational</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants, Cocktail Lounges</td>
<td>4238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers &amp; Lakes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools (Private)</td>
<td>1096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping Centers (Neighborhood, community)</td>
<td>3110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping Centers (Regional)</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supermarkets</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theaters</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where solar excess generation is estimated as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Areas With Projected Solar Excess Generation

The excess solar generation dense spots appeared, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, in areas such as Lawndale, Hawthorne, Inglewood, Gardena, Downey, Norwalk, Cerritos, and Paramount. It is important to note that the dense spots (red areas) imply higher statistically significant excess solar generation. In addition, Figure 4 shows locations with excess solar generation along with SCE DERiM circuits line and substations (blue squares).

Figure 3. Areas With Forecasted Solar Excess Generation

Figure 4. Locations Along With SCE DERiM Circuits Line and Substations

The crime Index layer was joined with the excess solar generation layer. Then, Select Layer By Location tool was used to intersect the two layers in order to show only safe zip codes areas with excess solar generation as shown in Figure 5. It is important to note that crime index for less than 93 per zip code were not considered safe area for level 2 EV stations installation. Considering the electric circuit current hosting capacity with 12 kilovolts as minimum circuit capacity constraints and the potential targeted areas yielded
from the previous steps, locations where the level 2 charging stations might be installed were shown as in Figure 6.

![Figure 5. Safe Zip Codes Targeted Areas With The 12 Kilovolts Minimum Circuit Capacity Constraints](image)

Figure 5. Safe Zip Codes Targeted Areas With The 12 Kilovolts Minimum Circuit Capacity Constraints

The project team applied a qualitative interview method to evaluate the prototype using socio-technical technique to assess the following metrics: propriety and utility. The researchers evaluated the different values held by the different stakeholders by sending the following three interview questions via email: (1) Do you agree with the factors’ definitions on page 2, please explain why? (2) Do you see the potential solution offered by the GDSS prototype (shown in Figure 7)? (3) What changes would you recommend for improvement? In this case, both EV drivers’ and utility executives’ perspectives were part of the evaluation process to ensure that their unique stances were understood.

Feedback was solicited from participants who were previously involved in the awareness of the problem phase and gathering the requirements. Two participants responded with positive feedback and they highlighted the potential offered by the proposed solution. According to Jim Horstman, a utility industry consultant, the artifact is useful and he agreed with the factors’ definitions. However, Horstman pointed out that there is an overlap of some factors such as the accessibility and convenience. In spite of the factors’ overlap, the actual analysis would not change.

![Figure 6. Optimal Locations For Placement Of Level 2 EV Public Charging Stations](image)
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**IV. EVALUATION**

The project team applied a qualitative interview method to evaluate the prototype using socio-technical technique to assess the following metrics: propriety and utility. The researchers evaluated the different values held by the different stakeholders by sending the following three interview questions via email: (1) Do you agree with the factors’ definitions on page 2, please explain why? (2) Do you see the potential solution offered by the GDSS prototype (shown in Figure 7)? (3) What changes would you recommend for improvement? In this case, both EV drivers’ and utility executives’ perspectives were part of the evaluation process to ensure that their unique stances were understood.

Feedback was solicited from participants who were previously involved in the awareness of the problem phase and gathering the requirements. Two participants responded with positive feedback and they highlighted the potential offered by the proposed solution. According to Jim Horstman, a utility industry consultant, the artifact is useful and he agreed with the factors’ definitions. However, Horstman pointed out that there is an overlap of some factors such as the accessibility and convenience. In spite of the factors’ overlap, the actual analysis would not change.

**V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

Public charging infrastructure can thus be prioritized in locations with sufficient circuit capacity, potential excess renewable power, low crime index, convenience and accessibility factors of the EV drivers/owners. However, a limitation of the GDSS prototype proposed in this paper is that it offers a solution to address the placement of level 2 stations only. Thus, a prototype to address the placement of level 3 stations is not offered in this case.

Due to time and data availability constraints, the prototype illustrated the optimal locations for placement of level 2 EV public charging stations considering the convenience, accessibility, security, V2G technology/exploiting excess power, and grid capacity factors. We did not address the travel time, battery range, and the number of EV factors of the decision-making framework.

Another limitation is in the evaluation phase. It is important to recognize that the time constraint imposed limitations on the evaluation and what these limitations are. The project team did not have the time to complete the evaluation phase and address the interviewee’s comments after the solution delivery. The researchers did not have an opportunity to perform further iterations to improve the prototype. The project team need to get and address the interviewee’s suggestions to move to the next phase of the research.

The utility and novelty of the solution is important to emphasize as the driving factors for this project. By developing a GDSS prototype for decision making that previously did not exist, a great amount of time is reduced for both the developers who are interested in finding the optimal locations and the utility companies who are interested in integrating the EV charging infrastructure into the electricity system in ways that deliver net benefits to utility customers, shareholders, vehicle owners, and society at large. It is important to realize that this prototype is only meant to serve as a good starting point for the illustration of...
how EV charging demand can be managed geographically to minimize potential increases to overall electric system costs while still meeting customers’ needs.

In future DSR cycles, the project team will address all of the suggestions from interviewees after they collect the remaining feedback from them. The project team will evaluate the GDSS prototype many times through multiple iterations to improve its utility. The next iteration will offer a custom tool for developers/utilities, so that they are better able to evaluate the results. The prototype will run on a public server to give the research participants access to the application.

Moreover, the project team will add quantitative methods in the evaluation such as System Usability Scale (SUS) and cognitive walkthrough. The usability of this prototype will increase since both methods measure the usability of any application. The SUS and cognitive walkthrough will be administered to all research participants. In this case, the evaluation will involve more participants who will be given access to the application to ensure the validity of the evaluation results.

As part of future work, multiple tools can be developed for the purpose of building an interactive, computer-based system where developers/utilities are allowed to configure their own criteria for decision-making.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study aimed at addressing “How to properly integrate EV charging infrastructure into the electricity system and deliver net benefits to the consumers?” To answer the research question, we have built a prototype of Geographic Decision Support Systems (GDSS). Our proposal was developed bearing in mind not only the net benefits to EV owners but also the electric circuit capacity constraints and the impact of the EV charging infrastructure on the electric grid.

From this research, we conclude that EV charging demand can be managed geographically to minimize potential increases to overall electric system costs while still meeting customers’ needs. Our solution provides evidence that GIS can play an integral role in the problem resolution. If additional funds and data are made available, a custom GDSS solution can be developed to allow EV charging developers to configure their own criteria for decision-making.
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Abstract—The operation of the digital energy grid, as one of the critical infrastructures, has to cope with the need to control of increasingly fluctuating demand and generation of energy, and also to ensure the reliable transmission and distribution of centrally and decentralized generated energy. Control is accomplished by utilizing a communication infrastructure in parallel to the actual power system infrastructure with connections to the physical world by sensors and actuators. In the past, this control communication network was mostly isolated from other communication networks, but is connected more and more with external systems to support innovative cross-system services. Increasingly, this open connectivity exposes the digital grid to cyber attacks. Therefore, access to resources like the communication connections or communicated data needs to be protected to ensure a reliable operation. Legislation and operational best practice guidelines have taken this into account and provide the necessary framework for defining specific communication security requirements. From the technical perspective, different security counter measures exist to cope with the given requirements, but it has to be ensured that these technical means are not only provided technically, but are in fact applied correctly in operation. Usability of security is essential to support the correct application of technical security measures.

This paper reviews the requirements for role-based access control (RBAC), as well as currently targeted technical approaches to achieve RBAC in the digital grid. The goal is to provide more insight into the existing application of RBAC mechanisms and to identify gaps for future enhancements. Proposals to address the identified gaps are described, which are intended to be brought to the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) to enhance the security standard IEC 62351 for power system automation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Critical Infrastructures (CI) are technical installations that are essential for the daily life of the society and the economy of a country, and also globally. Typical critical infrastructures in this context are the power grid, telecommunication, healthcare, transportation, water supply, just to state a few.

Digital Grids as one example of CI and especially their cyber security has gained more momentum over the last years. The increased threat level becomes visible, e.g., through reported attacks on critical infrastructure, but also through reactions in legislation, which explicitly require specific protection of critical infrastructures and reporting about serious attacks. There is a clear trend towards increased connectivity and tighter integration of systems from Information Technology (IT) in common enterprise environments with the Operation Technology (OT) part of the automation systems in the energy and industrial domains to provide enhanced services. This requires security measures to avoid negative effects of the formerly isolated OT. IT security in this context evolvs to cyber security to underline the mutual relationship between the security and physical effects.

Cyber security measures typically comprise technical and organizational measures. Operators of CI need to maintain their systems by complying to an Information Security Management Framework while also coping with regulatory requirements. This requires technical support in the deployment environment. Such technical requirements relate to authentication and access control, or to secure and reliable communication for example. Within this paper, the focus is placed on access control, or more specifically on Role-based Access Control (RBAC).

RBAC is already a proven concept in IT systems. It is realized by many (operating) systems to control access to system resources. RBAC for the power automation environment is already considered in several requirements standards, guidelines, and also in regulatory requirements. Beside the requirements supporting this functionality, technical standards ensuring interoperability have been developed [3][8].

This paper targets the discussion of RBAC in general and focuses on the selected target scenario of the digital grid as depicted in Figure 1 below. Section II provides an overview of requirements from guidelines, standards, and regulations targeting access control specifically. Section III provides an overview of several state-of-the-art approaches for RBAC, while Section IV discusses the basic RBAC concept currently deployed in the digital grid. The identified shortcomings are addressed in Section V with first solution proposals that are intended to be brought to standardization. Section VI concludes the document.

Note that this paper addresses first ideas to tackle identified gaps in RBAC in the Digital Grid domain. Further investigation is necessary.
II. EXAMPLES OF DOMAIN-SPECIFIC GUIDELINES/STANDARDS/REGULATIONS

As outlined in [1] for secure communication, a variety of security requirements exist for digital grids. An overview of the most relevant standards, guidelines, and regulations is shown in Figure 2 below.

![Figure 2. Examples for sources for security requirements for digital grid](image)

Starting from the top in Figure 2, guidelines are available from the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) of the U.S. through the “Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security” in NIST IR 7628 [2] or the Report of the Smart Grid Coordination Group addressing the European Mandate M/490 [3], which explicitly recommend the support of RBAC in the context of system configuration, operation, and maintenance. Specifically for Germany and Austria, the BDEW White Paper [4] guideline has been published, addressing RBAC in the context of user management.

This white paper was one main source for developing ISO 27019:2013 [5] as a domain-specific profile of the Information Security Management System defined in ISO 27002 [6]. Both ISO documents address requirements for an operator regarding the handling of information security and require support for RBAC. Similar requirements can also be found in IEC 62443-2-1 for industrial environments. IEC 62443-3-3 [7] goes one step beyond by specifically defining, which foundational security requirements can be technically addressed with RBAC, without prescribing a specific technical solution. IEEE 1686 [8] is even more specific here, as it defines a minimum number of roles and also the associated rights. The last standard to be mentioned is IEC 62351-8 [9], providing specific technical means for binding RBAC information to entities in access tokens and to utilize them in communication. The latter can already be used to address some of the requirements stated before.

From a regulatory perspective, examples are provided through the American NERC-CIP [10], the German IT-Security Act [11], and the IT security catalogue of the German network regulator group BNetzA, and the French ANSSI [12]. They all require security measures to support reliable grid operations, which are mapped to processes and organizational means, but they also need the technical means to operate the infrastructure appropriately. The following section elaborates technical means to address these requirements.

III. STATE OF THE ART APPROACHES SUPPORTING RBAC

Security administration is simplified through the use of roles and constraints to organize subject access levels. RBAC in general can reduce costs within an organization, as it accepts that changes in roles and responsibilities of (especially) employees occur more frequently than the changes in the rights within roles. The basic idea of RBAC is to define roles according to responsibilities within the business organization. Permissions required to perform the duties of a role are assigned to the respective role. A subject, i.e., typically human user, is assigned roles according to his business responsibilities. This helps to achieve separation of
duty by ensuring that a user is assigned only the roles according to his responsibilities, and possesses only the permissions required to fulfill his duties. Restrictions can be placed to prevent a single subject from being assigned to roles having a conflict of interest. RBAC also includes the concept of temporary roles to realize dynamic separation of duty: Over time, a subject may act in different roles. At any point in time, the subject only possesses the permissions of the currently active role or roles.

The general concept of RBAC is shown in Figure 3, which is the enhanced approach explained in [9]. As shown, the role separates the subject from the permissions. The permissions define certain rights on objects, like read or write operations on specific objects (e.g., files). The role itself bundles a set of permissions, which can be assigned to users. This subject assignment enables separation of duty, which is necessary to also support auditing of actions. Additionally, constraints may further be used to either restrict roles or to enable special handling in situations like emergency cases. Examples of constraints required in digital grids specifically are:

- **Area of Responsibility or scope** allows restricting the effectiveness of an issued RBAC token, e.g., to an organizational unit or a geographical location or area.
- **Operational constraints** allow a local augmentation of the associated rights if the (hosting) object detects or is informed about specific circumstances. As an example, an Engineer may not be allowed to perform certain actions, e.g., on a protection relay, in an emergency case.

![Figure 3. General concept for RBAC](image)

To allow a subject to act in a distinct role, authentication is often a precondition, ensuring that the subject is who it claims to be and that it is entitled to act in this role. For this there already exist various solutions, often relying on a three-party-model, in which an identity and access server issues some form of security tokens or tickets to provide authorization information. Examples are Kerberos [13], the security assertion markup language (SAML) [14], OAuth 2.0 [15], and OpenID Connect [18]. Also domain specific approaches like X.509 certificate enhancements in IEC 62351-8 [9] for power automation have been standardized, which will be briefly introduced in the following. While they all rely on a security token mechanism, they differ, e.g., in the communication relations for the token exchange (protocols), the token format, the underlying cryptographic algorithms and the target application use cases.

### A. Kerberos

Kerberos v5, specified in RFC 4120 [13], is a three-party system and protocol to be used for network authentication. In this system there exists a trusted third party, to which all participants authenticate as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 4. Basic RBAC concept applied in Digital Grids](image)
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![Figure 5. Kerberos authentication and authorization](image)

This trusted third party grants tickets upon request to allow access to specific services or resources. Kerberos relies on symmetric cryptography for the authentication and also the ticket protection and binding and uses ASN.1 for the encoding. Kerberos is widely used and part of common operating system like Windows.
B. Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)

SAML 2.0 was defined by OASIS in [14] and is an XML based protocol to exchange authentication and authorization information between a client, an identity provider (the SAML server) and the service provider. The SAML server uses so called SAML assertions to provide statements or claims about the client. Three types can be roughly distinguished: authentication, assertions, and authorization. Especially the latter allows realizing RBAC. SAML builds on assertions symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. Hence, SAML assertions are security tokens utilizing XML signatures and XML encryption to protect the contained information. For the authentication at the identity provider, SAML does not require a specific method and thus may be used with username/password combinations or X.509 certificate based authentication or others. SAML is often used in Single-Sign-On solutions and federation scenarios. It may be used also in open authorization (OAuth 2.0) for the token realization, as described in the following subsection.

C. Open Authorization (OAuth 2.0)

The OAuth 2.0 framework is specified in RFC 6749 [15] and defines an authorization method for accessing a resource. Since OAuth 2.0, this framework can be used with various applications and protocols, whereas the original OAuth was bound to the HTTP protocol. OAuth 2.0 also relies on tokens, which are requested by a user agent, issued by an authorization server and verified at the resource server. The tokens may be provided by reference or by value. OAuth 2.0 defines the handling of the security tokens (access token), as well as the format but allows for an own definition of the token content. Beside the pure request of access tokens, a client may request for a token for a specific scope. The supplied tokens are provided according to the bearer model or the proof-of-possession (PoP) or holder of key (HoK) model. Bearer token can be used to get access to an associated resource without demonstrating possession of a cryptographic key. In contrast, the PoP/HoK token model, requires the proof of possession of a corresponding cryptographic key in order to utilize the token, as defined in RFC 7800 [16]. Note that according to [17], plain OAuth 2.0 is intended for authorization. It may support authentication, e.g., in the combination with OpenID Connect (see next subsection). OAuth addresses typical Web-based access scenarios.

D. OpenID Connect

OpenID Connect is a security protocol to offload user authentication from a server hosting a resource to a trusted third party. It is defined by the OpenID Consortium. The core is specified in [18]. It utilizes the OAuth 2.0 protocol flows to obtain ID tokens, which are encoded as JSON web token (JWT, see also [19]). These ID tokens contain assertions about authenticated users from an authorization server. Optionally, access tokens as defined in OAuth 2.0 can be utilized to retrieve asserted user authorization information. OpenID Connect is used for web-based clients and also native clients in a variety of applications.

E. Digital Grid specific X.509 Certificate Enhancements

Another option to support RBAC has been taken in IEC 62351-8 [9] for power system automation. This standard relies on the authentication based on X.509 [20] certificates and corresponding private keys. In digital grids protocols like TLS are applied, which utilize X.509 key material.

Figure 6. X.509 certificate enhancements (adopted from [9])

IEC 62351-8 leverages the option to enhance the ASN.1 structure of X.509 certificates with a specific extension. This extension carries information about the roles and constraints and can be added to X.509 public key certificates or X.509 attribute certificates as shown in Figure 6. The flexibility of attribute certificates can be leveraged in use cases, in which the user to role association is rather dynamic. User-bound public key certificates typically have a longer validity, while attribute certificates may have a much shorter validity and are only valid in conjunction with the associated public key certificate. Via the corresponding private key it can be proven, that a user may act in a certain role. As this approach is defined as an extension, protocols utilizing X.509 key material can directly leverage the approach. Note that for the token issuer, i.e., a certification authority, enhancements are likely to be necessary to support the RBAC extension.

IV. RBAC SPECIFICS IN THE DIGITAL GRID

As shown in Figure 6, for power systems supporting IEC 62351-8, an extension for carrying role information in X.509 certificates has been standardized, which may belong to a user, a device, or an application. This approach can be directly applied in use cases, in which protocols utilizing X.509 key material like Transport Layer Security (TLS, RFC 5246) are used. Moreover, this approach also supports application layer authentication and authorization, which can be required, if the communication link spans multiple hops. In both cases, beside the certificate validation it also involves the verification of the relying party that the applicant entity is entitled to utilize the X.509 certificate by checking the
possession of a corresponding private key. This involves asymmetric cryptography for digital signature generation and verification. Compared to pure symmetric cryptography based approaches, this is costly. Hybrid methods addressing this establish a session, in which a X.509 certificate is involved in the negotiation of a symmetric session key, which is used in (different) security services to protect the session. The whole session is then executed in the context of a specific user, having an assigned role. As substation automation protocols like IEC 61850 utilize a session based approach for the transport or the application connection, this concept is immediately applicable. Note that for the generation of a digital signature, access to the private key is necessary. This private key needs to be protected accordingly, as it is necessary as proof, that the user is authorized to act in a certain role via the corresponding certificate. For devices or applications this protection may be achieved with secured memory or specific hardware modules that allow operation but not exporting of the private key. For a service technician, this protection will most likely be offered by a security token like a smart card or similar.

Current installations in digital grids often utilize a different concept by performing a local form of RBAC depending on the environment. Communication between entities in a control center for instance is performed based on either locally or centrally associated users to permission groups. This ensures that the local execution of commands can only be done if the appropriate permissions are granted, but does not necessarily provide a remote entity to verify who is going to perform a dedicated operation. This information may be necessary for audit purposes, and a complete audit trail would require having the complete chain from the remote point to the executing entity to comprehend the specific action. The approach described in IEC 62351-8 supports also a local audit trail through the capability to connect identity and access information in the access token. In substations, the local physical access may already be sufficient to get access to communicating entities.

While the approach utilizing X.509-based access tokens has its merits, it is not immediately applicable in all use cases. Also, one has to keep in mind that the infrastructure of the power grid has grown over many years and that the lifetime of installed devices is long, reaching 20-25 years. Two examples are used here to show potential shortcomings.

1. In substation automation, field devices often feature a local human-machine-interface (HMI) handled by a service technician. These field devices typically do not feature a local interface for a smart card, but only a small screen and a number keyboard pad allowing entering a personal identification number (PIN) or a passcode. Hence, RBAC information cannot be provided directly, but may be fetched by the field device.

2. As outlined in [21] web-based services based on XMPP are specified for the integration of decentralized energy resources (DER) into the digital energy grid. These services may leverage already existing technologies that support RBAC, such as OpenID Connect or OAuth 2.0 instead of building a parallel infrastructure for handling X.509 based RBAC.

Proposals are discussed in the next section for both examples.

V. PROPOSALS FOR RBAC ENHANCEMENTS

In the following, solutions are proposed for handling RBAC in legacy devices and in upcoming web-based applications building on consistent RBAC information. The real-world applicability of these proposals has to be evaluated.

A. Enabling RBAC on local HMI of legacy devices

As noted, a variety of devices may not feature an appropriate interface to interact with a X.509 credential of a service technician. Despite the missing local interface, these devices may be enabled to work with the X.509 credentials. One approach to be used here is the fetching of the X.509 credential from a trusted third party utilizing the local login and password of the service technician. Once the service technician provides his login credentials, the field device may query a central repository for the corresponding X.509 certificate also providing the login credentials for verification. This X.509 certificate needs to be enhanced with the RBAC extension defined in IEC 62351-8 and can then be verified by the field device. The verification of the corresponding private key is neglected here, as the X.509 certificate is rather used as an assertion by the third party. By already relying on X.509 certificates with RBAC extensions, this approach may be used as a migration path without involving device local asymmetric cryptographic operations.

The central repository may generate the credentials on demand or they may be provisioned with the X.509 certificates. In either case, the certificates may have a rather short lifetime, which simplifies the revocation handling on the field device. This approach has been considered in IEC 62351-8 with the focus on Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [22]. While LDAP support is typically available in control centers, it is not too widespread in substations. Protocols like the Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) [23] are rather used.

If one would want to use RADIUS out-of-the-box, access information can be provided as RADIUS allows extensions using vendor specific attributes. The drawback is the limitation of this field to effectively 250 bytes. As X.509 certificates are typically larger (even if used with shorter ECDSA key instead of the larger RSA key), this field can only be used to transmit a subset of the RBAC information. A necessary subset is proposed as:

```
BEGIN--VENDOR IEC
ATTRIBUTE RoleID 1 integer
ATTRIBUTE roleDefinition 2 integer
ATTRIBUTE AoR 3 string
ATTRIBUTE revision 4 integer
ATTRIBUTE ValidFrom 5 string
ATTRIBUTE ValidTo 6 string
END--VENDOR IEC
```

The semantic of the parameter would be the same as in IEC 62351-8 and would support also a later processing of other token formats containing the same information. As RADIUS has some shortcomings, like missing message integrity or confidentiality or the application of the weak
MD5 hash algorithm, it is recommended to use TLS according to [24] to protect the message exchange between field devices and the RADIUS server. As stated above, this approach is intended to support migration in restricted use cases without changes or enhancements to RADIUS itself.

B. Supporting RBAC in web service scenarios

Integration of DER into the digital grid will be supported with IEC 61850-8-2 [25]. Here XMPP is used to enable the connection of field devices (DER controller) to the control site using a publish-subscribe infrastructure. While in [25] the application of session-based end-to-end RBAC in conjunction with X.509 credentials is enabled, further services offered by the publish-subscribe infrastructure may utilize a message-based approach and may require an end-to-middle RBAC approach. Applications could be presence monitoring, notification, or discovery of resources, which may be utilized by a virtual power plant operator. Here the application of OpenID Connect is envisioned, which would need to map the existing access token information to the access token format in the OpenID Connect context.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This paper described the general concept of role-based access control and its usage within the digital energy grid. Ongoing standardization work for using RBAC for energy control networks has been described. This paper discussed role-based access control in the digital grid, starting from an analysis of requirements in regulation and standardization. It provided an overview about existing technical approaches from other domains and discusses the specifics of the digital grid, the target domain. Two exemplary gaps have been identified for the incorporation of legacy devices and for future DER devices for which first solution sketches have been provided. The feasibility of these proposals is to be investigated from a security assessment point of view, as well as from an implementation point of view. Hence, at the time of writing, a proof-of-concept implementation was not yet available, but is envisioned as the next consequent step.
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Abstract—The introduction of more and more local and distributed energy resources (DER) into the current centralized electrical grid poses new challenges to energy distribution. DERs are significantly smaller in production capabilities than central power plants and their production is highly fluctuating. This means that their influence on the electrical grid is difficult to plan for; especially in brown-out situations, when there is not enough energy available to supply all consumers. This work focuses on the subproblem of fair electricity distribution in brown-out phases. Currently, network segments are switched on and off in a round-robin manner, regardless if there are local producers in these segments or not. However, enabling segments that include local producers more often would improve the overall amount of energy available during the brown-out phases, and thus, this measure would increase the number of supplied consumers. We propose new algorithms that leverage the power of local producers, but still keep a fair energy distribution for all consumers. Therefore, we evolve the current notion of fairness to improve the overall quality of service by taking into account equal supply times, as well as maximizing the number of supplied consumers. The proposed algorithms are compared to the current state of the art approach in the German electrical grid. Therefore, extensive simulations based on real-world low-voltage residential area networks were conducted. The results indicate an improved quality of service during brown-out phases. Moreover, the proposed method is not limited to low-voltage residential areas, but also applies to all hierarchy levels of the energy grid, ranging from the distribution grid down to future households implementing smart grid technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current electrical grid is already undergoing a change, which will accelerate even more in the future. Nowadays, the production architecture is based on large nuclear- and fossil-fuelled producers, which are located centrally in the grid. This concept will turn into an architecture that uses local and distributed energy resources (DER) in addition to a reduced number of central producers. DERs are based on renewable energy sources, amongst those, the most established ones are solar- and wind-energy. However, this increased amount of DERs in the electricity production introduces several new problems for the electrical grid. For instance, the flow of electricity can become bidirectional if the production of the DERs is high [1]. Furthermore, in contrast to the fossil-fuelled producers, the production of the DERs is highly fluctuating and thus, difficult to plan for [2]. Therefore, the establishment of an information and communication infrastructure (ICT) that provides monitoring and control capabilities becomes mandatory. If such a system is integrated into the electrical grid, the concept of a smart grid (SG) emerges. A big step into the direction of increasing the share of renewable resources in the production of electricity was conducted recently in Germany. There, the Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG) [3] was passed. This act states that, until the year 2025, Germany must generate 40%-45% of the electricity demand by renewable energy sources like solar panels and wind turbines. These changes, which the electrical grid is facing in terms of infrastructure, do not fit to the rules and network policies for maintaining controlled operation that are currently in use. A response to these changes, by adapting and establishing new policies and rules according to the new situation, is necessary. A subproblem concerning the outdated rules and policies, and the main focus of this work, is the demand and response (D&R) behaviour of the electrical grid in brown-out-scenarios.

An energy grid enters a brown-out-state if the production capacities do not suffice to supply the demand of all consumers in the network. This also holds for the black-out-scenario, however, the complete absence of electricity introduces additional difficulties, like frequency synchronization. The German state of the art procedure to cope with the problem of D&R in a brown-out-scenario works as follows: the network is logically divided into (preferred equally consuming) subnets. Each of these subnets has to be separable and reconnectable to the grid, such that these are allowed to either consume electricity or not. Subsequently, one after another of these subnets is separated from the grid in a round-robin based manner. After each separation of a subnet, the current network stability is measured. If the network has stabilized, the currently active consumers will be supplied for a certain amount of time, otherwise additional subnets are disconnected. The round-robin approach guarantees fairness in the brown-out-scenario. This is done by only allowing to disconnect the same subnet for a second time, after all other subnets have been disconnected at least once. In the very end, this method guarantees that each subnet is supplied, as well as disconnected for the same amount of time. Note that the very last round of the disconnection process might change the equality of supplied time for the latest supplied groups. However, this will be taken into account in case of further brown-out-cases, such that consumers with lower supplied time during the last incident will be preferred next time.

However, the procedure does not take the production capabilities of the subnets into account, but enforces equal supplied times for each consumer by deactivating the subnets in a round-robin based manner. This, however, will also deactivate the production capabilities, in terms of DERs, which are located in these subnets. Therefore, this attempt might even promote further destabilization of the network if the consumers are capable of producing high amounts of electricity. To face these challenges of the future energy grid it is important to develop new rules, policies and algorithms that take these DERs into account while concurrently providing fair electricity distribution.
In this work, fairness is introduced as a measure for extending the definition of quality of supply in the electrical grid. Additionally, algorithms are presented that allow to use the production of DERs, to increase the number of subnets that can be supplied in the brown-out-scenario. However, there is no general definition of fairness. As of this, our fairness definition focuses the following two optimization goals: on the one hand, to provide equal supplied times for all consumers and, on the other hand, to maximize the number of supplied subnets in the grid.

As a use case, the introduced approach is tested in a simulation of a low-voltage distribution system of an residential area. It is, however, not limited to this scenario. The proposed approach can be used at all hierarchical levels of the electrical grid, ranging from the distribution grid to low-voltage areas. Moreover, with future technological progress, this approach can be applied to single consumers in the grid.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section II, an overview over scenarios in the domain of the electrical grid is provided, where fairness is an important goal. Section III describes a formal model for representing a micro grid in an undersupplied state and introduces a new fairness metric, which takes the equal distribution of electricity, as well as the average number of supplied busses into account.

In Section IV, fair electricity distribution algorithms are presented. Followed by Section V, where the simulation process is described and the results are discussed. Finally, the paper concludes with Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Fairness is a term discussed in many fields, most prominently in economics [4] and psychology [5]. However, fairness also became an important criterion in application of information technology [6] and especially in the area of scheduling algorithms [7] and resource allocation [8]. In this Section, a selection of work is presented that is concerned with the definitions and fields of application in the SG scenario. One of the most popular fields for applying fairness in the domain of SGS is the area of dynamic demand and response, where demand is dynamically adapted according to different strategies or algorithms to reach certain optimization goals. The approach of [9] uses a daily consumption schedule for the consumers in the network. The loads in this schedule are divided into two categories, namely fixed- and flexible-loads, where the latter can be moved within the schedule. In this work, consumers try to reduce their electricity bill by scheduling their flexible loads in such a way that the overall production cost for energy in the network is reduced. Hereby, fairness is achieved by charging users for electricity based on their contribution to minimize the production costs in the network. In [10], dynamic demand and response management is discussed in the environment of smart objects that can be activated and deactivated dynamically. In this scenario, fairness is introduced by using different scheduling approaches like round-robin or by assigning priorities for scheduling algorithms. The authors of [11] discuss fairness in the sense of a trade-off between the maximization of a consumers utility function (level of satisfaction dependant on the electricity consumption) and the minimization of production costs imposed to the energy provider. Another approach that defines the fairness of an algorithm as a matter of consumer satisfaction is presented in [12]. Hereby, the difference in starting time of so-called soft loads is used as a metric. A slightly different fairness notion is used by the authors of [13]; they present a day-ahead energy resource scheduling algorithm using DERs and Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G). To prevent unnecessary battery deterioration of the vehicles, the authors establish pricing levels, which are dependent on the power level of the batteries, to establish a fair remuneration scheme.

Another field of application is the planning of SG communication networks. The authors of [14] use equal quality of service as a fairness metric in their approach of planning wireless mesh neighbourhood area networks (NANs). They discuss fair placement of gateways to ensure an equal number of participants to be covered by each gateway.

Although there is a lot of ongoing work that uses fairness metrics in the SG scenario, the considered scenarios are mainly based on cases of normal operation. In contrast, this work considers the state of the art fairness metric and presents its drawbacks in the SG domain. Moreover, the presented algorithm aims to maximize the use of DERs while simultaneously maintaining fairness of electricity distribution among consumers.

III. SYSTEM MODEL DEFINITION

In this Section, a model to represent a microgrid in an undersupplied state is presented. In particular, the relevant parts of the microgrid are described and formalized. Subsequently, a formal definition of an undersupplied state is presented. The Section concludes with the introduction of assumptions about minimal provided supply and a presentation of the novel fairness metric.

The system considered in this work is a microgrid that encompasses multiple residential areas. This can be, for instance, the electrical network that connects several streets in a city. The microgrid is connected to the main grid (MG) through an adjustable transformer that handles incoming energy from the MG, as well as outgoing electricity into the MG. This transformer allows the measurement of electrical values for the different streets like phase voltage, phase angles, and ingoing and outgoing energy. Furthermore, this component provides the functionality of enabling and disabling incoming and outgoing connections, such that parts of the microgrid can be disconnected and reattached to the MG. In the following, a more formal definition of the system model will be provided.

Let the overall system be a set of street busses $ST = \{s_{t_0}, \ldots, s_{t_n}\}, n \in \mathbb{N}$. Each of these busses represents a prosumer, which is connected to the adjustable transformer (tr). This scenario is shown by Figure 1.

Each street bus $s_{t_i}$ has a combined consumption and production, which is in general the sum of the consumption and production of all houses that are located in this street. The production capabilities of houses are non-zero if DERs are installed, otherwise they will be neglected (We will not go into further detail about production and consumption behaviour of the houses, but stay at the street abstraction level). Each prosumer can be a consumer or a producer at each specific point in time during the day. Let all prosumers be represented as a set $C$ and the producers likewise as a set $P$. A prosumer is a consumer $c_j \in C$ if the consumption of electricity in the street is higher than the production provided by its local DERs. Whereas a prosumer is a producer $p_j \in P$ if the electricity provided by its local DERs exceeds the local demand. A more
assumet that this holds for at least one timestep during a day. The formal definition of an emergency state is as follows:

$$\exists t, 0 \leq t < T \prod(MG, t) < \sum_{i=0}^{n} \text{cons}(st_i, t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

Where $$\prod(MG, t)$$ represents the amount of electricity the MG can provide for supplying the prosumers of the microgrid. As long as the production of the MG is high enough to partially supply the micro grid, the system is in a brown-out-state. However, if the MG does not provide electricity at all, the systems status changes to a black-out-state. Without loss of generality, this work focuses on an undersupplied state that is critical (brown-out), but not fatal (black-out) for the microgrid. In particular, this means that the amount of energy provided by the MG should at least cover the demand of some of the street busses located in the micro grid. A formal definition can be as follows:

$$\prod(MG, t) \geq \max\{\text{cons}(st, t) | st \in ST\}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

This definition guarantees that, for each point in time, the MG provides enough energy to supply a single street in the microgrid. Without this assumption we may have situations where the electricity is not enough to supply a single bus. This, however, represents a black-out-state in our model, and is not part of the current work. Note that in this case the model still holds considering future technological development and thus the possibility to transfer the problem recursively to individual streets. In addition to the electricity that is provided by the MG to supply the micro grid, the street busses contain local producers. Examples for such local producers are solar panels, wind turbines and similar, as well as batteries and alike. Thereby, solar panels and wind turbines are inherently volatile in availability and power output, while the availability of batteries and other energy storage systems is much easier to plan. In this paper, without loss of generality, we simulate local energy production with solar panels. If a bus is supplied, the local producers are active and increase the amount of available electricity. However, if a bus is not supplied the corresponding DERs are deactivated. To successfully supply a bus $$st_i$$ at time $$t$$ it is sufficient to provide the amount of electricity such that the sum of electricity provided by local DERs and the supply of the MG equal the demand of the bus. The formal definition is as follows:

$$\text{cons}(st_i, t) \leq \prod(MG, t) + \prod(st_i, t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

The function $$\prod(MG, t)$$ hereby represents the amount of energy that is centrally provided by the MG. Changes of state, like from being supplied to being unsupplied or changing from being a consumer to being a producer, can be performed instantly in the digital representation of a system. However, the physical system consists of electrical and mechanical components that have time constraints for changing their state (e.g., electrical switches). To consider these constraints in the discrete simulation model, it is assumed that after a change of status has happened, this new status is kept for one timestep. To evaluate the fairness in the described model, in the following a new fairness metric is proposed. The currently used metric, which is based on equal supplied time, is not optimal anymore in the presence of future technological changes in the domain of the electricity grid. The transition from centralized to distributed production changes the way how...
the presence of prosumers influences the performance of the network. However, DERs can only contribute to the system if the corresponding bus, where they are located, is connected to the network. One part of the novel fairness metric is based on the assumption that strategies, which maximize the use of DERs, are able to supply more buses than other strategies. To represent this in the metric, the average number of supplied busses is used as a parameter. Furthermore, to include the fairness of handling the consumers, the sum of differences between the supplied time of all consumers is calculated. If an algorithm can supply a large number of busses, while minimizing the differences in the number of timesteps, in which consumers are supplied, the fairness metric is maximized. To achieve maximum performance of the DERs, prosumers that are producers are not taken into account. This is due to the benefit the network gets in terms of produced surplus electricity and thus, producers are allowed to stay connected. A more formal description of the fairness metric is as follows:

$$\forall i, j \in C \quad f = \max \left( \frac{\text{avg\#of\supplied\busses}}{1 + \sum_{i,j \in C} |t_{\text{sup},i} - t_{\text{sup},j}|} \right)$$

where $t_{\text{sup},i}$ represents the number of supplied timesteps for consumer $i \in C$.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF (FAIR) ALGORITHMS

In this Section, several algorithms that aim to solve the resource allocation problem for the undersupplied state scenario, are presented. First, a slightly adapted version of the round-robin based approach, which is used in the German electrical grid, is introduced. Second, an iterative algorithm, which takes the DERs of the busses into account, is described. Finally, an algorithm that aims to maximize the use of DERs and, additionally, equalises the number of supplied time for each bus, is presented.

A. TRR - Traditional Round-Robin

This algorithm is a slightly extended version of the mechanism currently used in the German electrical grid. The Traditional Round-Robin algorithm, which is shown in Figure 2 works in a round-robin based manner and solves the problem of fair supply distribution as follows. The algorithm uses a list of busses and the information about the amount of production, which is centrally provided by the MG, to determine a subset of supplyable elements for the current timestep. Since the algorithm uses a round-robin approach, it is not allowed to activate a specific component for a second time before all other busses have been activated at least once. With this design it is ensured that each component stays active and inactive for an equal amount of time. An additional important remark is that this algorithm does not take the surplus electricity, which is provided by local DERs, and its influence on the network into account.

B. IIA - Improved Iterative Approach

The Improved Iterative Approach (IIA), which is shown in Figure 3, iteratively selects busses from its list and tries to supply them. In contrast to TRR 2 it takes the production of the local DERs on the busses and uses it for current production calculations. The algorithm provides a very rudimentary kind of fairness by indirectly favouring producers and consumers with a very low demand. The algorithm works as follows:

```plaintext
procedure TRR(production, timestep, busses)
    for i ← busses.length() do
        bus ← getLowestUptimeBus(busses);
        if bus == null then
            break;
        else
            if supplyable(bus) then
                activate(bus);
            end if
        end if
    end for
    return activeBusses;
end procedure

procedure IIA(production, timestep, busses)
    while consumption < production do
        bus ← getNextBus(busses);
        if supplyable(bus) then
            activate(bus);
            production += bus.getProduction();
        else
            markUnfit(bus);
        end if
    end while
    return activeBusses;
end procedure
```

In Figure 2 and Figure 3, the TRR and IIA algorithms are shown, respectively. The IIA algorithm uses a round-robin approach, it is not allowed to activate a specific component for a second time before all other busses have been activated at least once. The IIA algorithm distinguishes in a first step between consumers and producers. Second, all producers are supplied and their local production capabilities are added to the central production. This is possible as we are in the brown-out-scenario, where the central production provides at least enough electricity to supply a single bus each. After the activation of the bus, the local DERs are providing enough energy to sustain the bus. After all the producers are activated, the algorithm chooses a bus that is currently inactive and has a minimal amount of supplied time. In the next step, the algorithm checks if the selected bus can be supplied. If this is the case, the bus is activated, otherwise it is marked as unfit. After all busses are supplied or marked as unfit, the algorithm returns a list of busses that will stay active in this timestep and all remaining busses will be deactivated.

C. UEA - Uptime Equalizing Algorithm

The Uptime Equalizing Algorithm (UEA), which is shown in Figure 4 aims to maximize the use of DERs while maintaining equal supplied times for the busses. To achieve this, the algorithm distinguishes in a first step between consumers and producers. Second, all producers are supplied and their local production capabilities are added to the central production. This is possible as we are in the brown-out-scenario, where the central production provides at least enough electricity to supply a single bus each. After the activation of the bus, the local DERs are providing enough energy to sustain the bus. After all the producers are activated, the algorithm chooses a bus that is currently inactive and has a minimal amount of supplied time. In the next step, the algorithm checks if the selected bus can be supplied. If this is the case, the bus is activated, otherwise it is marked as unfit. After all busses are supplied or marked as unfit, the algorithm returns a list of busses that will stay active during this timestep and all remaining busses will be deactivated.
procedure UEA(production, timestep, busses)
    while consumption < production do
        for all bus ∈ busses do
            if isSelfSustaining(bus) then
                activate(bus);
                production ← production + bus.getProduction();
            end if
        end for
        bus ← getMinUptimeBus(busses);
        if supplyable(bus) then
            activate(bus);
        else
            markUnfit(bus);
        end if
        if AllBussesProcessed then
            return activeBusses
        end if
    end while
end procedure

Figure 4. UEA - Uptime Equalizing Algorithm.

V. SIMULATION OF THE ALGORITHMS

In this Section, the conducted simulation is explained. The goal of this simulation is to evaluate the performance of the presented algorithms in a realistic scenario. Moreover, the simulation aims to evaluate the performance in the presence of our presented fairness metric. First, the general simulation setup is introduced. Second, the datasets that are used for demand and supply are described. Third, the simulation execution and corresponding results are presented. Finally, the results of the simulation are discussed.

A. Simulation Setup

The simulation framework was developed using the Java programming language. It implements the model described in Section III and is able to simulate a microgrid consisting of an arbitrary number of street busses. For the current simulation, a total number of five busses was chosen. Each bus has a combined consumption, as well as a combined production for each timestep. To generate a more realistic scenario the values for consumption and production are loaded from external datasets. For this setup, two different load profiles for street busses and one production curve of a solar panel are used. For simulating a brown-out scenario, the central production is derived using 6.

1) Load Set: For realistic load data of street busses in residential areas, real recordings of an adjustable transformer are used. This transformer is located in Saarland in Germany and it is connected to several streets containing housing areas. The real time data was monitored every second and the hourly average of the data is used for the simulation process. Two different load sets are used for simulation. One of the sets was generated by monitoring a larger and represents a bus with a very high electricity demand, whereas the second set represents the consumption of a smaller street. Figure 5 shows the load curves of the busses for a day.

2) DER Production Set: For modeling realistic production behaviour, real-world solar panel production data is taken from Kronberg, Germany. The solar panel has a capacity of 4.51 kWp and the recordings are provided in an hourly resolution. For the simulation, one of the previously mentioned solar panels is assigned to the low demand bus and three to the high demand bus. Figure 6 shows the production curve of the solar panel over a day.

B. Simulation and Results

The simulation consists of 1,000 iterations, where in each iteration, a new scenario is generated. In each iteration, the production and consumption values are allowed to randomly deviate by ±$10\%$ from the data set values to induce additional variation between the busses. During the simulation, each of the algorithms presented in Section IV is executed and compared in each run. The active busses in each run, are busses that stay online in the current timestep, either, because they are self-sustainable, or are supplied by the MG. Moreover, the full simulation process is conducted for both, the high demand set as well as for the low demand set.

1) Low Demand Bus Results: This Section presents the results for the simulation of the low demand dataset. Figure 7 shows the average results for 1,000 simulation runs with the data set of the low demand bus. From this set, five busses are generated and used for evaluation. Figure 7 shows the average number of supplied components during the corresponding time of the day for each of the algorithms.
The graph shows a significant performance drop of all algorithms starting from 5am in the morning. While the TRR algorithm can not really cope with this situation, IAA and UEA perform better. This is due to the consumption behaviour of the busses. While the overall production stays the same for TRR, the demand of the busses increases during the morning until about 12pm. As this gap grows with each timestep, busses must be deactivated to keep the consumption below the production provided by the MG. Most of the time, TRR is only able to supply between one and two busses while the rest remains deactivated.

IIA 3 and UEA 4 perform equally in this scenario as shown in Figure 7. Since both algorithms use the electricity provided by the solar panel located in the busses, the main difference is the way they choose the next candidate that should be supplied. IIA iteratively chooses the next element in its list of busses and its performance thus depends on the ordering of the busses, whereas UEA performs two steps: first, it activates all prosumers that are real producers in the current time step to uses their production for supplying additional busses. Second, it chooses the least supplied element out of the set of real consumers as a next candidate. The equality in performance of UEA and IIA, is due to the ratio between the required supply of the low demand busses and the provided electricity of the solar panels. The supply for the low demand bus deviates between 1,000Wh and 2,500Wh. In contrast, the solar panel is capable of producing 1,500Wh - 3,000Wh of electricity between 9am and 1pm. With this, the production of the solar panels highly likely exceeds the consumption of their individual busses during peak hours and the busses change from being consumers to being producers. Therefore, most of the prosumers in the low demand scenario become producers, and thus, the ordering of the busses for IIA does not influence the outcome anymore. Moreover, with the assumption provided in 6, each individual bus can be supplied and since most of them are producers, they are self sustaining. If every consumer becomes a producer, the iterative selection of elements equals the first activation step of UEA. This can be seen in Figure 7 at around 9am where IIA and UEA significantly increase the number of supplied components, as well as in the average uptime of busses shown in Figure 8. At about 6pm, the production of the solar panels can be omitted and, therefore, all algorithms perform equally.

As mentioned in Section III, this metric is based on the average performance of the algorithms while treating all consumers equally. TRR performs quite well, because it is purely based on the round-robin algorithm, is not suitable anymore for future distributed electricity production. Figure 9 shows the performance of the algorithms with regard to the fairness metric.

2) High Demand Bus Result: Figure 10 shows the average results of 1,000 simulation runs. For providing equal starting positions for both scenarios, again five different busses are derived from the dataset and their values are allowed to deviate
from the original data by ±10%. However, since the demand of the bus is around ten times as high as the demand of the low demand scenario, the number of solar panels in each bus is set to three. If only one solar panel is located in each bus, they would not be able to influence the outcome of the simulation because the maximum production of the solar panel is significantly lower than the demand of a single bus. Therefore, it is assumed that, in a larger bus in a residential area with a high demand, the number of installed solar panels is higher than in a low demand area.

Most of the time TRR 2 is only able to supply between one and two busses. This is possible due to our assumption about the centrally provided energy and, additionally, due to the missing use of the surplus production of the DERs. The two algorithms that use the production of the DERs again perform equal in the simulation with regard to the average of supplied busses. The rapid changes in the performance of algorithms IIA 3 and UE4 at 12pm is due to the demand spike that can be seen in Figure 5 at the same time. This is a moment, in which the electricity provided by the DERs simply did not suffice and additional busses had to be deactivated. The application of the fairness metric in the high demand scenario shows similar results as in the low demand scenario. IIA and UE4 perform equal with regard to the average uptime of the busses, whereas TRR performs worse due to the missing use of DERs. With regard to the fairness metric, the overall value decreased due to the smaller number of supplied busses, but still TRR and UE4 perform better than IIA.

VI. Conclusion

The results of this work indicate that, with the introduction of a widespread monitoring infrastructure and the increasing installation of DERs in the electricity grid, traditional algorithms and their corresponding definition of fair electricity distribution are outdated. Traditional load shedding based on round-robin selection used in Germany, in case of brown-out phases, is compared to novel algorithms that use the electricity provided by local DERs to improve the quality of service. Therefore, a simulation of an electrical grid in a low-voltage residential area is conducted. The presented method, however, is not limited to the low-voltage scenarios. Moreover, further technological progress will allow to apply our approach to all hierarchy levels of the energy grid, ranging from the distribution network to single consumers. Further development of smart meter technologies will even allow to apply the presented method to in-house appliances and, therefore, provide detailed regulation capabilities for distributing electricity.

While this paper had the German regulations in focus, future work will encompass and compare international laws and regulations. Our results indicate a lot of optimization potential in brown-out scenarios when local energy producers can be leveraged. In future, we intend to further explore this potential, especially with regards to volatile energy producers and local balancing of production and consumption, in order to reduce the influence of constantly changing energy levels on the transmission grid.
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Abstract—This paper introduces and demonstrates appropriate and realistic modelling approaches for smart microgrids, with a focus on local energy balance. There is an increasing interest in microgrids, as the nature of large-scale electricity generation and distribution changes, with a conscious shift to more sustainable and renewable energy sources. However, the modelling and design techniques traditionally used have tended to be based on economics and design criteria more suited to the top-down planning for power generation and distribution typical of legacy grids, than to bottom-up energy balance incorporating localised distributed generation and storage, significant characteristics of these new systems. Several aspects of microgrid design and specification are modelled using an example based on an installation incorporating solar photovoltaic panels and battery storage. Important features of each of the models shown are the associated visualisations, which lead to improved understanding of design implications, compromises, and consequences, and the true context of a renewable-energy based microgrid.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are recent significant shifts of interest to new renewable energy sources, as concerns relating to greenhouse gas emissions, climate change, and finite fossil fuel resources grow [1][2]. The electricity supply industry world-wide has been characterised for the past 100 years by national and international grids, operated with the goal of balancing power generation with demand in real-time [3]. The industry has become very skilled and adept at managing this challenge, and it is this which has determined the complexities, the risks, and the costs, of present day power systems [3]. In this context, longer term seasonal variations in energy demand have generally been accommodated by ensuring sufficient reserves of energy are held – fossil fuels in the case of oil, gas and coal systems, water in the case of hydro systems. The design and management of such systems can be characterised as one of top-down planning of power generation, driven by economic considerations, load anticipation, resource availability, and the need for grid-wide security of supply.

But also fueled by those environmental concerns and rapidly advancing technology, dramatic changes are occurring through the combination of new renewable energy sources (solar, wind, tidal), energy storage technologies (at this stage mainly batteries), and automation systems, which enable effective and tolerable distributed load matching/shifting. Two specific technologies – solar photovoltaics (PV) and lithium batteries – are of particular interest because they lend themselves to a significant degree of distribution, which coupled with load matching/shifting technology in microgrids [4], challenges many of the notions of the traditional, or legacy, grid [5]-[8]. Concerns with long-distance hierarchical/radial energy transfer and real-time load following from centralised generating systems, grow less and less relevant and appropriate when microgrids, with their highly distributed generation, storage, and load management, become more prevalent [3][9][10].

New renewables in themselves bring challenges under the traditional model, since their contributions tend to be non-deterministic and variable, so adding further complexity to that real-time load-following approach. However, when such generation is combined with short-term storage, and located close to the point of consumption, then these technologies have the potential to radically change the nature of the grid in the longer term [3]. Although the integration of renewable sources into the legacy grid has been the subject of much research, discussion and debate [11][12], to fit with the on-demand delivery and economic models, typical renewables require significant, and unrealistic, energy storage capacity. A range of storage concepts have been explored, including the exploitation of electric vehicle batteries (V2G) [13], but for centralised renewable generation, such as wind or solar farms, the distributed nature of such storage in contrast to the generation, places increased energy transfer demands on the grid.

However, microgrids have the potential to lead to an entirely fresh approach to planning, a bottom-up technique based on localised energy balance, maximising the balance between local generation and local load, and minimising the dependence and impact on the remote resources of the grid. The effect then of such an installation on the legacy grid is not so much one of increased non-deterministic generation capacity, but one of reduced load. Coupled with this approach go a new set of imperatives for consumers, typified by a growing bourgeois off-grid population; a great deal can be learned from the experience and motivations of these people, in terms of shifted demands and expectations, and modified behaviour [14][15].
This paper explores design approaches to smart microgrids based on energy-balance techniques, and shows how such perspectives result in and project far more realistic speciﬁcations and expectations, and can be presented in such a manner that leads to a better understanding of the design compromises, and that will in turn lead to a more enlightened next-generation grid development.

Section II introduces a representative microgrid example, which is then used in Section III to explain the Net Zero Energy Balance concept, and the strengths and weaknesses associated with that concept. Discussion in Section IV turns to the implications of non-deterministic generation, and to the limitations of the short-term storage typified by batteries. Finally, in Section V, the paper develops an argument for reducing grid dependency in such installations, and introduces and explains the Grid-lite concept.

II. A REPRESENTATIVE MICROGRID INSTALLATION

The data and graphs used in this paper are based on a representative residential installation located in New Zealand, at approximately -38° latitude. Real electricity consumption data for a family home, at hourly intervals, has been captured over a year. The analysis explores the effect of local generation. For this purpose, a real data set using actual solar radiation at this location, at hourly intervals over a year, combined with characteristics of a representative contemporary PV panel, has been used [16]. Different parts of the following analyses assume different conﬁgurations in relation to the grid. However, the energy balance terminology that is used in relation to the energy ﬂows between the major functional components of the system is shown in Figure 1. While the inclusion of the battery ﬂows in both the local consumption and local generation totals may appear to account for the stored energy twice, this is necessary in order to examine ﬂows over short time scales, where in one interval the battery may be charging, and in another, discharging, using energy produced in the previous interval [17].

![Energy flows within the smart microgrid, and the definitions of local generation and local consumption.](image)

For this example installation, the total annual electricity consumption is 6.446 MWh, equating to a daily average of 17.661 kWh, and an hourly average of 736 Wh. Many of the subsequent ﬁgures in the paper use normalised values; these have been normalised to the relevant load ﬁgure, be it annual, daily or hourly, as indicated in the axis labels.

III. NET ZERO ENERGY BALANCE (NetZEB)

A useful starting point in considering smart, renewable-energy based microgrids is the concept of Net-Zero Energy Buildings [18][19], buildings with an annual total energy consumption of zero. The total energy used over a year is equal to the total renewable energy generated on the site. A NetZEB buidling is by necessity a grid connected one, since it is the annual balance which is of concern, and to accomodate short-term (hourly or daily) or even seasonal variations in balance between generation and load, necessitates both grid feed-in at times of excess generation, and grid-supply in times of excess load, even with local battery storage. For the example conﬁguration (see Section II) to achieve NetZEB, solar PV has been chosen to exactly match the total load over a full year, requiring panels with a name-plate capacity of 4.03 kW.

Figure 2 illustrates the apparent contradictions of the NetZEB approach. These three graphs use the interval energy balance space [17] to show the balance between local generation and local consumption, as deﬁned in Figure 1, over different intervals. In each of these graphs, total local generation over the interval in question, is plotted against total local consumption over the same interval; each point on the graph identiﬁes one such interval during the year. Points on the leading diagonal are those where for that interval, perfect balance is achieved between generation and consumption. Figure 2(a)represents the interval of a whole year, so just a single point is shown, and as expected from the design speciﬁcations mentioned, NetZEB is achieved over this period without any need for battery storage – the X on the balance diagonal. Reliance on the grid to both store and supply energy enables this balance, as Figure 2(b) highlights. Here, with an interval of just one hour, it can be seen that in very few of the 8760 hours of the year is perfect balance achieved. In many of these intervals there is zero generation but some load (those points on the horizontal axis, invariably night-time hours), and in others there is relatively low load (0.4 to 1.1), but much higher generation (the stack of points parallel to the vertical axis, invariably representing hours of high sunshine). Figure 2(c) however, shows that the introduction of local battery storage can improve the situation. With a storage capacity equal to 1 average day’s consumption (in this case 17.661 kWh, equivalent to 1.3 Tesla Powerwall 2s – a normalised energy capacity of 24 on this hourly plot), many of the previously scattered points are now located on the balance diagonal. Since some of the locally generated energy now passes through the battery, then the annual goal is slightly compromised because of battery losses, as is seen from the shaded circle point on the annual balance plot of Figure 2(a) (here the normalised battery capacity for annual data is 1/365 ~ 0.003). This could be readily corrected by a small increase (<10%) in PV capacity. A battery efficiency of 90% has been used in these calculations, the indicated efﬁciency associated with the Tesla Powerwall [8].
The difference in grid dependency between the no-storage and storage scenarios can also be seen from the balance duration plots of Figure 3. These duration plots take the 8760 hourly balance values over the year from Figures 2(b) and 2(c), and show them sorted, largest to smallest. Again it can be seen that for the no-storage scenario, almost none of the hours lie on the balance line, but now for the storage scenario, it can be seen that for only 5% of the time, is generation in excess of load, and grid feed-in required, and for 17% of the time, load exceeds generation so that grid supply needed. For the remaining 78% of the hours of the year, the central horizontal band, perfect balance is achieved.

Figure 3. Balance duration plots for the storage and no-storage scenarios of Figure 2.

Although the figures used here are hourly ones, so that within a balanced hour there may well be periods of imbalance, it can be safely assumed that battery storage of one day’s duration will normally smooth this, or in extreme cases, load management technology can be utilised to avoid peaks in either direction.

IV. IMPLICATIONS OF NON-DETERMINISTIC GENERATION AND FINITE BATTERY STORAGE

It is apparent from Figures 2(c) and 3 that the battery capacity used in this example (1/365 = 0.0027 of annual load) is insufficient to produce continuous balance over the whole year for this specific installation. In fact, balance is achieved for only 78% of the year. In general, batteries are really viable only for short-term storage. If one considers a solar PV microgrid installation, there are three levels of fluctuation in the generation capability that must be accommodated before load variations are even considered. (i) The first is the daily cycle attributable to the rotation of the earth. No energy is generated during the night-time hours, and during the day, output begins at a low level as the sun rises, peaks in the middle of the day, and fades away to nothing as the sun sets. (ii) The second is related to weather events – when cloud cover and precipitation are present, the output at any time of day is reduced, from relatively minor impact for high cloud, to significant reduction for low cloud or precipitation. Such events may last from just minutes (cloud in front of the sun) to several days (major weather event). (iii) The third is the seasonal variation. With the sun at a lower angle in the winter, peak daily output can be significantly lower than in the summer, with the effect increasing with latitude. For a residential installation, the reduced winter generation is compounded by what is normally an increased winter demand because of longer darkness hours and lower temperatures.

Figure 4 illustrates an approach to determining the effectiveness of battery storage solutions [20]. Figure 4(a) shows the cumulative load and generation patterns over a year for our example, without any battery storage. It can be seen that accumulated generation (on a daily basis) generally exceeds accumulated consumption until day ~200 (mid-winter). Figure 4(b) then shows the difference between the generation and load lines, essentially the same data used in the balance duration plot of Figure 3, but arranged chronologically rather than sorted by decreasing value. The distance between the maxima and minima of this plot gives the battery capacity that would be required to achieve continuous energy balance throughout the year, without any grid dependency (21.42 average days’ consumption, equivalent to 28 Tesla Powerwall 2s). The hourly interval energy balance plot with this battery capacity provided is shown in Figure 4(c), where it can be seen there remain a
number of hours where there is excess load. However, an increase in the solar capacity of just 8% can correct this, as shown in Figure 4(d), which demonstrates that these exceptions were caused simply by the battery losses.

Clearly the battery capacity proposed here is impractical, and in fact, not a lot is typically gained, in terms of balance hours, as the battery capacity is increased beyond just a few days. Much smaller increases in the PV capacity are usually more fruitful. Weniger [21] provides useful contour plots showing the tradeoff between battery and PV capacity in terms of self-sufficiency (proportion of load delivered by locally produced electricity). Their analysis, however, is based on annual totals, so assumes that any excess can be accommodated by the grid.

For the previous example, a more satisfactory grid-load-free solution can be achieved by starting with a 38% increase to the solar capacity, and using just 6 days’ battery storage.

The cumulative generation curve shown in Figure 4(a) does demonstrate the typical seasonal sigmoidal shape. At increased latitudes, this effect becomes much more pronounced, with significantly reduced winter output. With the type of analysis just described, this can be best dealt with by increasing to solar capacity to provide adequate winter generation, accepting that there will be increased excess in

Figure 4. An approach to battery sizing: (a) Cumulative load and generation; (b) cumulative balance; (c) interval energy balance with the large battery resulting from interpreting this difference; and (d) the further effect of a small increment in PV size.
the summer months, but certainly not by trying to increase battery storage to carry excess energy from summer through to winter [22].

V. REDUCING GRID DEPENDENCY

One approach to reducing the grid dependency of a microgrid installation is to plan for a restricted capacity grid connection – say a maximum X kW load and a maximum Y kW generation feed [17]. The advantages of this Grid-lite approach are (i) to ensure a level of self-sufficiency for the consumer, but more importantly (ii) to allow the grid and the electricity provider to plan their systems with a greater confidence. This notion is consistent with the idea that microgrids incorporating PV and battery storage are best not treated as non-deterministic generators, but rather as reduced loads. Grid-lite puts some numbers on this concept.

Figure 5(a) shows the hourly energy balance for a Grid-lite implementation based on our example system. Here the maximum grid flow has been set to 1 (normalised hourly) in both directions, the battery capacity to 1 day, and the PV capacity also to 1 (normalised). The goal of the smart management system is to keep the balance within the limits that clearly show in the plot. While there are some hours where the balance falls below the limit, these can be eliminated by increasing the solar capacity by 38% and doubling the battery capacity. This modification is shown in Figure 5(b). The positive imbalance hours need to be
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Figure 5. The Grid-lite model: (a) Hourly balance with grid-flow restricted to 1; (b) with increased solar capacity and storage to eliminate excess load; and (c) the balance duration plot for this latter configuration showing 18% of hours with excess or wasted generation.
regarded simply as wasted generation, and the effect can be assessed from the balance duration plot of Figure 5(c), which shows there are 1650 hours of excess generation (18%).

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has explored and demonstrated a range of approaches to modelling microgrids incorporating solar PV and batteries. While other renewable generation technologies are equally applicable (they differ mainly in the extent and manner of their variability) the focus has been on solar because (i) it is the obvious distributed choice for urban environments, where by far the greater proportion of the population of the world resides, and (ii) its rapid penetration has caused the electricity supply industry to seriously consider its implications.

The approach has highlighted the need to primarily consider local energy balance, using the particular model for energy balance defined in Figure 1, where local supply is considered to come from both the solar PV and the battery, and where battery charging is also considered to be a part of the local load.

With a better appreciation of the motivations for local balance, microgrids incorporating solar PV and storage can be seen to contribute to the longer-term planning of electricity grids, not because of the generation capacity the solar PV provides, which is considered of dubious value by some, but because of the load such systems, if well designed, remove from the grid.

While the analysis in this paper has been based on a single household, because of the success of the approach in demonstrating the possibilities of local energy balance, the situation for multiple households (say a street) can be no more challenging, and is likely, because of parallel generation patterns, but probably different consumption patterns, to be complimentary, with balance able to be achieved with slightly less total storage. The wasted excess generation from one house may contribute to the shortfall of another, so effectively implementing grid-edge transfers within the microgrid.
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